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JNTRODUCTION 

The aim of this t.ltesis is to investigate and evaluate 

the influence exercised by the New Zealand Educational Institute 

on education in New Zealand from the time of' its inception in 

1 883 tm.til 19 37 with special ell!{?hasis on its achieve100nts during 

the period. 1930-1937. 

Part I of this survey sets out to trace briefly the 

evolution of' education in New Zealand from the passing of the 

Ed.ucatia:i Act in 18TI tm.til the presentation of' the Parliament-

a:ry Recess Educational Conmittee• s Report on Educational Reorg-

anisation in New Zealand, generally termed the II Atmore Report". 

Education in New Zealand has always been subject to 

political influence and to a large extent, political control, 

both national and local. Whatever reforms to the system or 

amendments to the curriculum pro:fussional educators propose, 

they must always consider whether or not such pI'<'pC>sals will 

receive the sanction of the political forces behind education. 

The Minister of Education is the political head of education in 

New Zealand; however, his position is not pennanent and he relies 

upon the electors to return him to office. The Minister is also 

dependent upon the general taxpayer to provide him with the nec-

essa:ry funds to ~lement his educational policy and. it is his 

responsibility to convince the taxpayers that their money is being 

-well spent. No Minister is prepared to sacrifice his portfolio 

for ideals that do not conform with public opinion. 'I feel the 
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validity of the aforementioned statements will become abtmdantly 

clear as this thesis progresses. 

It is intended to present, as succinctly as possible, the 

growth and development of education in New Zealand up to the year 

1930 'When 'the stage was set' for widespread refonns, reforms that 

had received political, approval and for which the machinery had 

been set m motion. But the economic depression that engulfed 

the whole world, also had its adverse repercussions in New Zealand, 

and the resultant retrenchments effected in educational adminis-

tration, postponed for more than two decades refonns that had 

been approved of as early as 19 28. 

Not only during periods of progress has the N.Z.E.I. 

played an important role in education in New Zealand but dur:ing 

the period of retrenchment the Institute proved itself to be a 

truly professional body working in the interests of all concerned 

with the training of school children, parents, teachers, Boards 

and Committees. 
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Section One 

Chapter I 

Trends and Achievements in New Zealand to 1930 

The Educationa1 Act 1877 

This Act came into operation on January 1 st 1 878 and 

from that date the n:ine different Provincial Systems of education 

ceased to exist. In reality, however, the new Boards were vir-

tually the old Boards under a new nrure. The Act obliged two 

Boards in the North Island to combine,~~°'t'aranaki, and two 

new Boards were created :in Canterbury, 8'he North Canterbury Board 

and the South Canterbury Board to replace the origina1 Canterbury 

Board. The original Otago Education Board was divided into 

0 tago and Southland. Twelve Boards in all were created. · The 

exist:ing schools and properties (excepting the endowment 

reserves) of the old Boards were handed over to the new Boards. 

Application of the Act 

(1) The School Committees 

Each school in the country was to have a Committee of 

seven members elected by the householders. The Oommi ttees were 

granted wide powers which were subject to the general oversight 

and control of the Boards. The Committees had the power to 
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establish schools, recon:mend. teachers for appointment, suspend or 
dismiss teachers subject to the Board's conf'irmation, and to decide 
whether or not the coirq:>ulsory attendance clause should be enf'orced. 
in their district. 

(and still do). 

The Comnittees also elected the Board members 

The CoillJ't"i ttee s were in a position of very real power and 

they were in a position to change the Board membership amiua.lly if 
the Boards did not conform with their wishes. 

(2) The Education Boards 

The powers and duties of the Boards were wide and incl-
uded. the satting up of school districts, and,; in conjunction with 

the Committees, to establish and maintaip. schools, to appoint and 

remove teachers. The Boa:rd3 could establish and maintain district 
high schools but were not e~owered to establish separate self-

contained secondary schools. Boards had the power to appoint 
their o·wn inspectors of schools. 

(3) The Education Department 

A Central Authority under the control of a Cabinet Min-
ister and a Pennanent Secretary was set up. The chief duty of 
the Department was to distribute to the Boards tbe annual capit-
ation grant. 

The staff was to consist of an Inspector of Schools and 

other officers that might be deemed necessary. For nearly twenty 
years the administrative expenditure of the Deparbrent did not 
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exceed £2,500. No provision was made for the departmental inspec-

tor ( changed to Inspector-General at his own request) to enter a · 

school. In 1885 the o:f"f'ices of Inspector-General and Secretary 

were comb:ined. 

(4) Power to Make Regulations and Require Reports 

"The Governor in Council was eIIq)owered "subject to the 

provisions of the Act, fran time to tin~ to make, alter and repeal 

regulations and Orders", . the more iIIq)ortant of which were:-

( 1 ) For the organisation and management of' the Department 

of Education. 

( 2) For the examination and classification of teachers. 

(3) For the issue of certificates of competency to teachers. 

(4) For the establishment and management of Training Colleges 

and Normal Schools. 

( 5) For the defining of' standards of' education which under 

'the provisions of the Act may be prescr-lbed by regulat-

ions. 

( 6) For prescribing the tirnes and manner of aud.i ting the 
(1) 

accounts of the Boards and COJm1ittees11 • 

No provision was made for the Department to compel the 

Boards and Committees to comply with these regulations and the 

Department had. no power to reprimand. the Boards for non-compliance. 

( 1) .Education in New Zea1ando Butchers. AJ~ P.11. 
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The Boards and Com:ni ttees were required to report annually to the 

Department and after yea:rs of effort the Department ultimately 

forced the Boards into a position of subordination. 

Finally, as an emergency legislation, pov.er was given to 

Departmental Inspectors to inspect schools in receipt of state 

gr-ants. 

(S) The Appointment of Teachers 

The Boards had the final sa:y in the appointment of 

teachers but the Coomittees had a Statutary right to be consulted. 

Officially only certificated teachers were to be appointed but 

due to a shortage of such teachers the Boa:rds were forced to 

appomt many uncertificated teachers. The Boards were aJ.so auth-

orised to appoint any number of apprentice pupil-teachers subject 

to their training and employment being approved of by the Depart-

ment. 

(6) · The Course of Instruction 

The subjects enumerated in the Act were:- reading, 

writing, arithmetic, English grammar, COir!J?Osition, geography, 

history, ele:irentary science and drawing, also vocal music, sevr.ing 

and needlework for girls. No power was granted to teach any 

subjects not included in the above. Schools were to be kept 

open for 'at least four hours per day for five days per week. 

Teaching had to be extremely secula:r in charactero 
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The PrincipaJ. Developments of the Period 1878-1 898 

The above was the system of f'ree, secuJ.ar, and compuJ.sory educat-
ion established throughout the whole of New Zealand. Critics 

soon arose and some had sufficient courage to cla:iJn that tre sys-
tem was neither systematic nor national. Despite such criticisms 
the system has stood firm in its main features for nearly eighty 
years. Education is still f'ree and it is still financed from the 

Government treasury without recourse to local taxation. It is 
still compulsory and it is still administered by the same triplex 
organisation, Committees, Boards and the Department of Education. 

During the first twenty years of operation few legislative 
amendments were made to the original Act. The developments were 

due to a system of checks that were imposed upon the Boards by 

the Education Department's officers working within the framework 
of the main Act. The Deparbrent received a great impetus when 

the Industrial and Native Schools were committed to its care. 

1'hese Schools were set up in accordance with an Act originally 

passed in 1867 • 

Education in New Zealand 1878-1898 

During this period the Rev. W.J. Ha.Jlens held the office 
of Inspector-General and it was his duty and responsibility to 
make the 1877 Act a practical reality. 1liis task was a difficult , 
one but he set about his duties with zeal and determination. 
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The Department and the Boards 

The success of the native schools administered by the 

Depa.rbnent was a striking tribute to the first officers of the 
Depa.rbnent. 

In its initial stages the Department had few friends 

and had no advocates in Parliament as did the Boards. 

The Departmental officers were subject to much criticism 

and had. to take hard lmocks in an effort to discharge their res-

ponsibilities to the public as guardians of public :f'unds and up-

holders of the national principle in education. A draft Bill 

which was presented to the House of Representatives in 1890 

brought forth a bitter political attack on the Central Depart-

ment. Members considered the Bill to be the work of Mr Halilens, 
which in actual fact it was. Anxmg other things the Bill a:i.Ired 

at abolishing the Boards and sought to bring education under the 

direct control of the Department. The fate of the Bill proved 

to the Departmental officers that a direct attack on the Boards 

was ineffective and from then on they adopted a series of under-

cover attacks. The Boards had the full St!)port of the "Daily 

Press11 which gave wide publicity to their work. 

Despite their continuous disagreement with the Central 

Deparb:nent, the Boards did much to :further education in New 

Zealand during this period and their rivalries and publicity did 

a great deal to stimulate public interest in education and as a 
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result encouraged New Zealanders to take an active part in education. 

Suggestions for Reform 

In 1882 the following suggestions for reform were expoun-

ded by Mr Hen:cy Hill, Inspector of Schools, in the Hawkes Bay 

Education Boardo 

•1The Education Boards should have the full control of educ-

ation (primary and secondary) subject to supervision and examin-
( 2) 

ation by the Central Department." By such control the foundat-

ions could have easily been laid for a con:g;>lete, graded system of 

education. Such a system would be much less costly to adm:inister. 

If' Mr Hill's suggestions had been adopted in 1882, education today 

would not be subject to such .a multiplicity of controlling bodies. 

The Growth of the System 

The national system of education greatly increased the 

number of schools throughout New Zealand and ma.de education avail-

able to all. Unfortunately, too many small schools were estab-

lished and as a result, the Boards' finances were over-taxed which 

forced the Boards to reduce teachers' salaries to enable them to 

balance their building and maintenance accounts. Despite the 

ineffectiveness of the Cong;>ulsory Attendance Clause of the Act , by 

1898 New Zealand had a greater proportion of her children attending 

school than did any of the Australian States with the possible 

(2) N.Z.E.I. Reports. 1883 Meeting. P.5. 
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exception of Victoria. 

A remarkable feature of' this period is that despite the 
economic depression which persisted for the greater part of this 
period, primary education progressed steadily and except for the 
closing of the training colleges no real retrogression was 
suffered. 

There is little doubt that the primary school teachers 
ca.ITied the heaviest burden at this time. These teachers were 
poorly pa.id, ~ were required to ilrplement a heavy syllabus, 
work under the direct control of the inspectors and they were sub-
ject to the scrutiny and criticism of often unsympathetic and 
even hostile committeemen. To mpke things worse they had. no 
security of tenure. Towards the end of the period, horever, a 
period of better times was in sight, particularly with the enact-
ment of the Court of Appeal Act and, with Mr Seddon and Mr Hogben 
in control, teachers could look forward to a general all round 
in:provement in their work:ing cond.i tions. 

Both Mr Seddon and Mr Hogben could see that it would be 
quite fruitless to alter the external structure of the system of 
education so they set about to remodel the system from within. 

The Period 1899-1914 

A new era in education commenced when Mr George Hogben 
was appointed Inspector-General in 1899. Mr Hogben was well versed 
in New Zealand education and he took over his office with a back-
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g:ix>und of wide experience as a teacher, President of the New Zealand 

Educational Institute, a secondary school headmaster and as a 

Board Inspector. During Mr Hogben' s term of office education was 

extended beyond the old three R' s, to embrace manual and technical 

training, nature study and science. A plan to train teachers. was 

set in motion, and an ef'f'ort was made to give both to teachers and 

pupils a freedom to be human, and an opportunity to develop. 

Within five years the Central Department was expanded 

into a position of supremacy which hitherto had never been consid-

ered likely or desirable. ill the credi. t for such sweeping 

changes cannot be credited to Mr Hogben but he capi ta1ised 6n 

public opinion - a public opinion that had been created during the 

preceding twenty years and in which the New Zetland Educational 

Institute played no small part. 

Mr Hogben had an open mind, a quick grasp of' essentials, 

and a capacity for their practical application to loctl needs. He 

was quick to borrow ideas from overseas and amend them to suit 

New Zetland. conditions. Within five years of' his appointment 

"The outlook, ideals, methods, range, conditions, and machinery 

of' education in New Zealand were subject to changes and reorgan-

isation which COII!)letely remodelled the education system of the 

cotm.try. The g:ix>tm.d thus gained - by conferences, regulations, 

and separate legislative enactments - were consolidated in the 
(3) 

Education Act 1904". 

(3) Education in New Zealand, Butchers A.G. p.1.tr:J,. 
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During his tem. of office ?fr Hogben aJ:waJrs submitted 

drafts of his regulations to the New Zealand Educational Institute, 

Boards, Inspectors and teachers were invited to send represent-

atives to al1 conferences deal.ing with professional matters. 

Some of the more important changes introduced by Mr 

Hogben during the early years of his office were:-

( 1) The transference of the ~r of the classification of 

pupils from Inspectors to teachers. 

( 2) The development of Manual ~d Technical classes. 

( 3) The introduction of a new syllabus in 1904. 

(4) The development of the free place system in secondary 

schools. 

( 5) The reorganisation of the training colleges and the 

introduction of free teacher training. 

(6) The introduction of the accrediting principle in the 

granting of senior free places. 

Mr Hogben considered that education was a continuous 

process, and that all its stages should be co-ordinated and organ-

ically related. It was in this particular field that he met his 

strongest opposition and experienced the only major obstacle that 

he was unable to overconeo 

The following Reorganisation Scheme was submitted by Mr 

Hogben. This scheme was presented to the "Cohen Commission" in 

1912. 
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( 1 ) The co-ordination of a1l forms of education under Local 

Education Authorities. 

( 2) The introduction of local ra~ing for buildings and for 

the cost of local administration. 

(3) The establishment of a representative Council of Education, 

under the chairmanship of the Director, to direct the 

educational policy of the country. 

The Cohen Commission 

The Cohen Commission recommended:-

( 1 ) That a representative Council of Education should be estab-

lished, under the Chairmanship of the Minister, with the po~r 

to make regulations. 

( 2) The reduction of the number of Education Boards to five. 

Board members to be elected for three :years by adult suffrage. 

The Boards were to have control of all forms of education 

within the:ir districts. 

The Commission also recommended that teachers' appoint-

ments should be ma.de in accordance with the Grading list with the 

right of appeal. The Comnission strongly recommended the consol-

idation of country schools both primary and district high. 

As a result of the reco~nd.ations of the Inspector-

General and the findings of the Cohen Commission the 1914 Educ-

ation Act was promulgated. 
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The Educational Act 1914 

The nore iri;)ortant clauses of the above Act can be briefly detailed 
as follows:-

( 1 ) It consolidated many of the reforms that both Mr Hogben and 

the New Zealand Educational Institute had won from the prov-

incialists of the Dominion and developed a foundation from 

which future reforms could be launched. 

( 2) The Education Department was reorganised and the Inspector-

General bee~ the Director of Education. ill the Boards' 

Primary Inspectors \vere transferred to the control of the 

Deparb:nent. This was the greatest achievement of the Act. 

(3) A National Council of Education was created. Unfortunately, 

Mr Hogben' s conception of the powers of the Cmmcil, ( that 

it should be an advisory body) was written into the Act 

instead of the recomrrenclations of the "Cohen Conmission" 

(which advocated that the Council should be a controlling 

body). As· a result the Council was ineffective for the 

purpose for which it was intended, i.e. the co-ordination 

and control of the whole system. In this particular direc-

tion the Council failed. It failed to secure the co-

ordination and oontrol of all fonns of post-:Primary educ-

ation. This failure was due to the limited po,1ers 

conceded to the Council by the Act. 

(4) The Act improved the salaries and status of teachers consid-

erably and it has o:ften been referred to as the "Teachers' 
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Act. 11 Staffing schedules were liberalised and grades of 

schools and salaries v.ere reduced trom ten steps to seven 

steps. Except in the case of schools with rolls of f'.roln. 

sixteen to twenty pupils, the salaries of teachers in all 

grades were increased. Women 1 s sala.rie s were improved 

substantially and the avenues of promotion open to v.ianen 

teachers were widened considerably. 
(5) Under the Act mmbers of School Conmittees continued to be 

elected by the householders for cne year ally. The duties 

of the Committees were increased and they were held respon-

sible for sanitation and sewerage work. They were given 

the power to allow the schools to be used for religious and 

ooral instruction outside the regular school hours. They 

lost nearly all thel{ powers relating to the appointment of 

teachers. 
(6) The Act partially consolidated the Board districts. The 

number finally approved was nine. Board grants were more 

strictly controlled and the capitation grant was reouced.. 

The Act provided for Board members to be elected for four 

years, half to be elected every two years. Every Education 

District was to be divided into one or more urban areas and 

a rural area. 

(7) The Act left intact a strong gn>up of independent Secondary 

School Boards. These Boards successtully withstood 

the advances of the Central Department and retained their 
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independence. 

In actual fact the Act increased the number of Secondary 

Boards by constituting a number of Boards of Managers of the Tech-

nical High Schools. 

It can thus be seen that the Act co-ordinated and consol-

idated primary education in New Zealand but did not infringe upon 

the independence of the Secondary School Boards. 

The Period 1915-1929 

The Education Act of 1914 was retarded in its operation as a result 

of the outbreak of the Great War in 191 /+. To enable the Dominion 

to give her wholehearted attention to the war, a coalition Govern-

ment was formed in which Mr J . A. Hannan took over the portfolio of 

Education. Mr Hannan was not new to the office as he had been 

associated with Mr Hogben in preparing the way for educational 

reform. Mr Hannan had a most realistic and broad-minded approach 

to education. Thus for the four years subsequent to the passing 

of the Act Mr Hannan held office. 

The first notable reform initiated by Mr Hannan was the 

introduction of a new system of keeping accounts by the Education 

Boards. Restrictions were placed upon the spending powers of the 

Boards. A· real e:f':f'ort was made to ensure that the Boards spent 

their grants for the purposes for which they were allocated. A 

close check was made on their building and special funds. These 

new measures tended to increase central control of the ftmds. 
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A Dominion Grading Scheme was brought into operation. 

The introduction of tl1is system was facilitated by the Nationalis-

ation of the Inspectorate by the 1914 Act. 

The necessity for a course of well organised and well 

planned physical education did not escape Mr Hannan' s keen eye. 

As a result Physical Education was included as a subject in the 

primary school syllabus. 

School Medical and Dental Services were inaugurated. 

The primary school syllabus was amended so that instruction was 

more in keeping with the physical and mental growth of the child 

at his various age levels. 

The standard of requiren:ents for the Praficiency Exam-

ination was raised. 

An increased scal.e of payment for technical high school 

teachers was approved. 

Agricultural, engineering and war bursaries were estab-

lished.. 

The Child Welfare Branch of the Education Department was 

improved and extended. 

Probably Mr ~· s greatest contribution to New Zealand. 

education was the Progrannne of Development and Organisation which 

he submitted to Parliament in 1916. His proposals were of such 

profound importance that a summary of them must be included even 

in this brief survey of New Zealand education. 
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Mr Hannan exposed the constitutional weakness of the New 

Zealand education system. In his speech to Parliament among other 

things he said:- u0ur weakness in education as in other national 

affairs has been an over-reliance on our own resources, without 

appreciating the real need for system and control, an extreme def-
erence to individual and. local considerations, and the entrusting 

of expert and professional matters too much to lay administration. 

We could surely introduce more co-ordination and econom;y of effort, 

dependent upon a wholesome amount of social and national discip-

line, without ·approaching the type of reginentation and autocracy 
(4) 

against vArich we are fighting". 

Comparison of Primary and Secondazy Education in 1916 

Mr Hannan stated that, "primary education with all its 

faults is more progressive, more in ha.nnoey with the best educat-

ional thought and with the nature and powers of children, better 

organised, better controlled by inspection, more valued, and more 
. (5) 

heartily supported by public opinion than is higher education. 11 

With the introduction of free secondary education, the 

srure demands that the primary schools had to satisfy were placed 

on the secondary schools. Mr Hannan clained that with the intro-

duction of universal free secondary education, primary and. second-

ary education should be considered as a whole and should therefore 

provide a continuous course. 

(4) Memorandum to Parlirurent from J.A. Harm.an. June 1916. 
(5) Memorandum to Parliament from J .A. Hannan. June 1916. 
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Four types of secondary education were proposed by Mr 

Hannan. 

(1) The university course leading to the skilled professions. 

( 2) The general secondary or general vocational course on :roodem 

l:ines. 

(3) The cont:inuation or special vocational course. 

(4) The Country school course. 

It was also suggested that a more thorough type of 

secondary school inspection should be :instituted. Mr Hannan 

was quite emphatic that the selection of children for the ai'ore-

mentioned courses should not be made too early and that all chil-

dren should receive the benefits of a general cultural course 

before embarking upon a specialized vocational type of study. 

Technical Education 

In the opinion of Mr Hannan, Technical education should 
be so organised so as to f'i t in with the needs of industry and 

should assist industry to develop new techniques and methods of 

production. 

It can be seen from the above that Mr Hannan made a really worth-

while contribution to New Zealand education during his terms as 

Minister. Many of his recommendations re-appeared in the Atmore 

and Thomas Reports, some of them have now become an established 

part of New Zealand' s education system but, unfortunately, others 

still await :implementation. 
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The Ministry of Sir James Parr, 19ro - 1926 

The Ministry of Sir James Parr was a long one but it coincided. with 

a period of acute financial stringency. The lack of available 

:finance delayed the implenentation of many of the proposals sub-

mitted by Mr Hannan during his Ministry 1915-1919. 

Outstanding Features of the Ministry 

( 1) It was during this ministry that the Post-Primary School Boards 

were subordinated to Departmental control. S:iJnilar methods 

were employed. to bring about this subordination as were used 

in the subordination of the F,ducation Boards. The payment 

of teachers' salaries etc. became the prerogative of the Cent-

ral Department. The new regulations were embodied in the 

Education Amendment Acts of 1920 and 1921-22. 

( 2) The adoption of the Primary School Grading Scheme was made 

cooq;>ulsory for all primary school appointments. 

The Education Amendment Act 1920 

This Act provided among other things:-

( 1) The raising of' the school-leaving age to fifteen years but the 

:implementation of the clause vras def'eITed. 

( 2) Sir James Parr' s greatest contribution to education was the 

introduction of the American Junior High School organisation 

into the New Zealand educational system. This new approach 

was not well received by either the public or the teaching 

profession. 
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Sir James invited Mr Frank Tate, Director of Education 

in Victoria, to investigate and. report on the Secondary School 

system in New Zealand. This report was presented after Sir James 

Pa.IT had relinquished of.rice. 

The Ministry of The Hon. R.A. Wright. 1926-1928 

The report of Mr Frank Tate was presented during this Ministry, but 

the M:inister did not consider the time opporti.me to implement any 

of its reco~ndations. 

A new Pr:i..rnary School Syllabus was brought into operation 

in 19 28. It was a COII!!?letely new course of instruction and. it 

brought educational thought in New Zealand abreast of the best 

educational thought in the v.orldo Some sections of this syllabus 

are still in operation in our New Zealand primary schools. 

Mr Wright' s mission was to red.uce the cost of education 

in New Zealand. He achieved his ambition and in 19 27, for the 

first time for forty years, the total cost of education took a down-

ward trend, notwi.thstanding the fact that school rolls had 

increased. 

Mr Wright' s financial savings were brought about by the 

uninspjrjng method of holding up development of education by failing 

to provide adequate school buildings. Mr Harry Atnx:>re succeeded 

Mr Wright as Minister and. it was his duty to make up the leaway 

lost dur:ing the preceding years. 
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The :Ministry of the Hon. Harry Atmore 

The major achievement of this Ministry was the setting up of a 

Parliamentary Committee to investigate and make recommendations 

. concerning education in New Zealand. This Committee was unique 

in that it was wholly composed of laymen. The Report presented 

by this Committee was unanimous in its recormnendations for reorg-

anisation, both professional and administrative. 

The Committee published the first section of its Report 

in 1930, the primary school section, the aspect of the report 

which has the greatest bearing on this thesis. 

The Atmore Report 

The more ~ortant reconmendations of the Report were:-

11(1) That the termination of the primary school course be at 11 · 

plus or after passing Standard IV. 

( 2) That the age to which the education of a child is required by 

law be raised from 14 to 15 years, with provision for exemp-

tion in ca§es of hardship. 

(3) That intermediate classes should form part of the education 

system. 

(4) That the further consolidation of schools and classes be 

proceeded wi. th where practicable. 

(5) That, in view of the great importance to the Dominion of our 

primary industries, the curricula of all our schools must 

include adequate practical instruction in agriculture and 

allied subjects. 
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(6) That this Committee is of the opinion that tmification of 

control of the existing primary, secondary, and technical 

education in New Zealand. is desirable. 

(7) That the existing post-primary school Boards be continued as 

School Councils :for their respective schools, except where a 

single Board has controlled more than one school where a 

separate School Council shall be set up for each school. 

(8) That the present divisions of the Inspectorate be abolished, 

and a single Inspectorate be organised consisting of Special-

ist Inspectors, the inspectorial staff within each Board 

district to inspect all grades and types of schools within 

the District, and to include one woman Inspector. 

(9) That the powers and duties of the national Department under 

the proposed scheme of reorganisation shall include the control 

of -

(i) Admmistrative 

(a) Native schools; 

(b) Child Welfare Branch; 

(c) Distribution of capitation allowances, special grants, 

and subsidies; 

(d) P8J7l!lent of teachers; 

(e) Teachers' Superannuation Fund; 

(f) Power to make regulations (1 ) requiring Boards to share 

services and officers v.ihere, in the Minister's opinion 

such a course is desirable in the interests of 

efficiency or econoll\Y, and (2) to ensure that ear-
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marked grants are applied to authorised pUiposes 

only; 

( g) Appointment of nominated Members of Boa:ro.s 

(ii) Professional. 

(h) Syllabus of instruc.tion; 

(i) School certificates; 

(j) Inspection of schools; 

(k) Classification of' teachers; 

(1) Appointment of' teachers. 

(10) That the aJ.lomnces paid to School Coonnittees should be increased. 

( 12) ( a) That there should be only one Teachers' Register f'or the 

whole of' the teaching service. 

(b) That a new salary scale be prepared. 

( c) That the system of numerical grading hitherto in use in 

the primary service be abolished in favour of classific-

ation by Inspectors in broad groups based upon teaching 

efficiency. 

( d) That the appointment of teachers should . be entrusted to 

a National Appointments Connni ttee constituted in a manner 

similar to the present Teachers' Grading Appeal Board, 

the system of appointments to include provision for -

(i) Preparation of Teachers' Classified Roll; 

(ii) Preparation of an annual. Promotion List within each 

classified group, based upon Inspectors' reports, 

copies of which should be supplied to the teachers; 
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(iii) Appointment by National Co:cnnittee, -which shall also 

have power to transfer; reasonable removable expenses 

to be paid in cases of compulsory transfer. 

(iv) All appointments to be made in the same month of the 

year, with consequential appointments in the month 

following; vacancies then remaining to be filled by 

transfer, and sufficient permanent relieving staff 

to be maintained to fill casual. vacancies until next 

period of appointment. 

( v) Right of appeal to Teachers' Court of Appeal against 

) (a) non-inclusion in the Promotion List; (b) Suspen-

sion, dismissal, reduction of salary, non-appointment, 
( 6) 

or transfer to a lO'wer-paid appointment". 

The General Effect of the Recommendations 

Mr Atmore was a strong advocate for the essential need of an "agric-

ultural bias" to be given to the education system. He contended 

that New Zealand was fundamentally an agricultural country and 

that all the citizens of the country should be truly aware of the 

:i.ng;>ortance of agriculture to the Dominion as a whole. InMr 
Atmore•s opinion, agriculture should hold pride of place in the 

time-tables and examination schedules of the Dominion's schools. 

The Report was a striking democratic measure in that it 

proposed a period of compulsory post-primary education for all 

( 6) Educational Reorganization in New Zealand (Report of Parlia-
mentary Recess Education Committee on) Pages 147 and 148. 
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pupils commencing at the age of eleven plus. The Report advoc-
ated the running of different courses in the same school, a truly 
democratic approach to the problem. 

The Report envisaged the system becoming really national 
in character. This was to be achieved by the readjusi:znent of the 
functions and relations of the Central Depar'bnent and the local 
education authorities. By the transference to the Department of 
the control of the professional side of the work, the way ill WO& 

opened for the inauguraticm. of a real.ly national education system, 
while on the administrative side it lf•clear that considerable 
economies would -:t,e effected by the direct payment of Teachers ' 
salaries., School Committees' allowances, and other monies which 
the Report suggested should be distributed on a national basiso 

With the introduction of a National Appointments Committtee 
it would be possible to remove the all-important responsibility of 
appointing teachers :t'rom the local bodies and Central Department 
and place the task in the hands of an independent national trib-
unal. 

The Committee in its recomrrenda tions gave much care to 
the preservation and strengthening of the local education author-
ities within the important sphere of responsibility entrusted to 
them. 

Under the proposed organisation eighteen new Boards were 
to be established to replace the existing mu1tiplicity of Boards. 
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Each new Board was to be the supreme authority over all f'orms of 

primary and post-primary education in its district. 

With. the publication of the 'Atmore Report' the third 

period of New Zealand's educational history closed. This Report 

had passed the death sentence on provincialism in New Zealand educ-

ation. 

At this time the whole of New Zealand was looking 

forward to a period of progress, a period when New Zealand's educ-

ation system would have a chance to become truly national. 

Mr Butchers stated "The aims of the whole reorganisation 

scheme reconmended by the Atmore Report may easily be defeated 

unless steps are taken to ensure that those whose task it will be 

to give administrative effect are thoroughly imbued with the spirit 

of the new movenent, and f'ully cognisant of both the principles 
(7) 

and the technique of similar schemes in operation in other lands." 

Mr Butchers' ~rds "may be defeated" very soon were changed 

:f'rom "may" to "were". Part II of this thesis traces in detail the 

most unprogressive and retrogressive period of education in New 

Zealand's history. The depression years, the ministries of the 

Hon. R. Masters and the Han. S.G. Smith. 

(7) Education in New Zealand, Butchers A.G. p.586. 
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Chapter II 

The Role of the New Zealand Educational Institute in New Zealand. 
Education during the period 1883-1930 

The New Zealand Educational Institute began its existence on the 

3rd of January 1883. In the Constitution which was formed on 

the second day of its existence it recorded in Clause II the 

following:-

uThe object of the Institute shall be to promote 
( 1) 

the interests of Education in the Colony of New Zealand. 11 

This object has always been and still is the guiding principle 

behind the Institute's activities. It is perfectly true that the 

Institute has had much to do with the fostering and protecting of 

the interests of teachers but any education system depends on 

teachers and the other elements of the system, the Education 

Department, Boards, School Committees, and Inspectors, exist only 

for the purpose of bringing teachers and pupils into contact and 

making that contact as purposeful as possible. It is, there-

fore, quite true to say 1::hat the first and ma.in object of the 

Institute has been to advance the cause of education. Twenty 

years elapsed before the second object of the Institute was added 

,"i iz: - "To uphold and maintain the just claims of its members 
(2) 

individually and collectivelyo u 

The Institute has played an important role in the general 

(1) Constitution of N.Z.E.I. 1883. 
(2) Jubilee Parrq,hlet of N.z.E.I. (1933) p~ 3. 
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field of' education and it is intended to trace briefly the work of 

the Institute from the time of its :inception in 1883, to 19 30. The 
following topics have been selected for investigation:-

( 1 ) Examinations in the prima.:ty school. 

( 2) The developroont of the primary school syllabus. 

(3) The Inspectorate. 

(4) Teachers' salaries. 

( 5) Teachers' Superann.ua tion. 

(6) Classification and grading of teachers. 

( 7) The Education Boards. 

1. Examinations. 1883-1892 

A paper was read on ttExa.m:i.nations" at the first ordinary meeting of 
the Institute in 1883. This meeting discussed the ad.vantages of 
individual tests versus class :inspection in history and geogmphy. 

Mr George Hogben (later to become Inspector-General) in 
his presidential address in 1887 said 11A few years ago, opposition 
to the examination craze seemed to have died away and one who ven-
tured to exclaim against the tendency to multiply examinations was 

(3) 
regarded as a species of extinct Volcanoe". 

This quotation shows that very early in its history the 
Institute displayed opposition to the examination fetish. 

The Period 1893-1902: 

The Institute during this period continued its agitation on the 

(3) Reports of the N.Z.E.I. p.5 1887. Annual meeting. 
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subject of stand.a.Iu examinations. It was a.f'finned and re-affirmed 

that the proper authority to determine when a pupil was ready for 

promotion was tbe teacher mo was responsible for hlm. Teachers 

were not unanimous on the subject - some shunned the responsibility -

others had respect for the judgment of an outside expert authority. 

'.L'}lere was one very serious aspect which had to be consid-

eredo The majority of schools were small and it was well lmown that 
in a good many districts a teacher vo uJ.d require courage and might 

incur dire consequences if he or she decided that a pupil of' 

certain parents · should not be promoted. Many a country teacher 

had reason to be glad that there was an inspector to fall back ono 

Despite the individual difficulties that might arise, the 
general principle of the Institute was that the individual pass 

examination was educationally unsound and resolutions to that effect 

were passed in 1896, 1897, 1898 and 1899. 

The Period 1903-1913. 

The regulations that accompanied the new syllabus which was intro-

duced by the Inspector-General (Mr Hogben) in 1904, gave nearly all 

that the Institute had been asking for and it placed a great deal 

more responsibility on teachers than many of them desired. The 

indi vidua1 examination of pupils by the Inspectors had been restr-

icted gradually over the years and from 1905 onwards it was 

abandoned except for the awarding of Proficiency Certif'icateso 

The teacher in charge of the school , was made responsible 
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for the promotion of pupils and as a result the long-desired 

freedom of classification was secured. Fram 1905 omvard.s tre 
Inspectors were to devote their attention to manner and method 
of conducting the work of the school; to oversee and advise con-

cerning schemes of work and to generally help as a friend and 

guide but, where necessary, as a critic in their efforts to 

apply the principles embodied in the new syllabus and regulat-
ions. 

No further alterations to the primary school examin-
ation system were made until the Proficiency Examination was 

abolished in 1936. 

2. The Syllabus of Instruction. 1883-1892 

It is generally agreed that the three :f'undamenta1s in education 
are the pupil, the teacher and the Cun-iculum. 

From the outset the Institute gave much thought and a 
great deal of time at its Annual Meetings to matters affecting 

the syllabus. From the very beginning it was urged that the 

syllabus was too dif'fuse - that it covered more material than the 

pupils could be reasonably expected to assimilate. 

At the 1883 meeting of the Institute comprehehsive 
suggestions were made that almost amounted to a complete revision.· 
The main efforts were directed towards a distinction between 
subjects that should be regarded as compulsory or t1pass11 .subjects 

and "class" subjects. The Institute as an educational body stood 
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finnly for the :freedom for the teacher to classify his own pupils. 

However, both the syllabus and examination requirements had to be 

met and consequently there arose an insistent demand for stricter 

definition of the syllabus. This arose :f'rom the difficulties of 

dealing with the vagaries of inspectors and at the same time prod-

ucing the requisite percentage of' passes. However progress was 

being made and the follovring extracts f'rom a tabulated report of a 

syllabus connni ttee in 189 3 are quite significant: -

"That the syllabus of 1 891 is a great ~rovement on 

its predecessors. The requirements under history and geo gr-a:phy 

are more closely defined. The term "proportion" (Standard V) 

is not closely defined. That it be a recomnendation that drawing 

be a class subject throughout. That paraphrasing in Standard V 
(4) 

be confined to narrative poetry." 

These extracts are sufficient to show that real progress 

has been made in subsequent years. 

The Period 1893-1902. 

During this period discussions · on the syllabus and proposals for its 

amendment occupied a large share of the .Insti t"Ute' s time. The 

trend of the discussions, reports and resolutions of this period 

were to lighten the load of the pupils, and to gain more freedom 

for the teacher in the performance of his dut;ies. In 1898 a com-

pletely new sewing syllabus was authorised, and in the same year 

(4) Reports of N.Z.E.I. Appendix to Annual I~eting Report 1893. 
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there was a further discussion on the distinction between "pass" and 

"class" subjects. The following resolutions were passed at a meet-

ing in 1898:-

"That teachers be allo\l\ed to select a certain number of 

class and additional subjects instead of, as at present, being 

colJ!)elled to treat the whole of them. 

That the C01.mcil recorm:rend. the Minister to divide the 

standard syllabus into seven standards :instead of six. 

That the t:une has come for raising the compulsory standard. 

f'rom the fourth to the fifth and the age to fourteen years. 

That the individual record pass at the standard examin-
(5) 

a tion should be abolished. 11 

At the 1899 meeting a further discussion on "pass" and 

"class" subjects took place, as well as on matters dealing with the 

freedom of classification. In 1900 a change in the regulations 

indicated the beginning of a movement towards freedom. 

In 1901 a committee brought dovm. a report f'rom which the 

following extract is taken:-

"The Institute is of the opinion that in the past the 

syllabus has been overweighted with Arithmetic ., and that the •'/Ork 

of the six standards ought to be distributed over seven. That in 

cor.rq,iling a new syllabus these general principles should be kept in 

view. 

(5) Reports of the N.Z.E. Io po 17 1 898 Annual Meeting. 
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{ a) That a wi de choice of work in such subjects as geography, 

grmmnar, history, science, draw.i.ng and the like should be allo,aed 

so that within certain limits, each teacher might lay out his own 

syllabus for the year's work; 

(b) The privilege of grouping standard classes for certain 
(6) 

· subjects should be retained and extended.. n 

The Period 1903-1 913 

The syllabus introduced by :M.r Hogben, early in hi s term as I nspector-

General of schools, was for many years r efen-ed to as the new 

syllabus and in many respects it was a remarkable document. It 

exemplified to a large extent the principle of freedom. In accord-

ance with the syllabus the teacher was free to group classes, to 

arrange courses, and to draw up schemes of work. The syllabus 

aimed largely at bringing school instruction into touch with the 

actualities of life. It emphasized the importance of developing 

the powers of observation and reasoning. Nature Study and 

geography held important places in it, especially geography. It 

soon became apparent that to overtake the syllabus in full would 

be difficult in most schools and quite impossible in many. 

A difficulty soon appeared in the attitude of some 

inspectors towards the liberty granted to teachers in the matter 

of examinations. Many inspectors were inclined to forget the 

new prescription and desired to adhere to the old system. The 

( 6) Reports of N. Z. E. I . - Appendix to Annual Meeting 1901 . 
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achene of work submi·tted by a teacher was often not acceptable to 
the inspectors. In 1907 the Instit-ute made a proposal entailing 
a coJig?rehensive revision of the regulations for inspection and 

examination, which was designed to facilitate the working of the 
syllabus. After a short tria1 period it became evident that the 
syllabus was too exacting and in 1910 proposals were made for con-
siderable reductions, especially in arithmetic and geography. 

In 1913 the Inspector-Genera1 submitted for the Insti t-
ute' s consideration a draft of an amended syllabus. After full 
discussion had been allowed the revised syllabus was gazetted and 
put into operation. 

The Period 1914-1930 

The syllabus during this period did not occupy as much of the 
Institute's time as it bad done previously; nevertheless, matters 
pertaining to the syllabus occupied a good deal of t:il:oo. It was 
during this period that a change was taking place in the minds of 
educationalists in the direction of developing the principle of 
"education" as contrasted with "instruction". Hitherto it can be 
said that the syllabus was mainly instructional though the two 

revisions that took place during the term of Mr Hogben as Inspector-
General gave an illg?etus to the new line of thought. In 1919 a 
conference of Dep ar'bnentaJ. Officers, :inspectors and representa. ti ve 
teachers went very thoroughly :into these matters and a ll'D.lch more 
"human" and "humane" syllabus was drawn up. Despite this new 
syllabus many members of the Institute were not satisfied with 
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th~s as. they stood· anq. .as a · I"esult ·in 1922 a Committee of the · 

Auckland Branch of the Institute brought down a con:;,rehensive 

report. In th~ report sugge~t.ions were ma.de for curricula based 

on the ascert~inea stages of me~tal gro~. The report al.so . 

recommended a: general primary course up ·to twelve years of age 

which was to be followed by post-p~ eourses· of varied char-

acter to SUJ..t the varying characteristics and.. aptitudes of the 

pupils. By· accepting this r~port as Institute Policy the 

Institute . showed that it .was v;ell abrea:st of the best .educational 

thought of the t:ure. 

In 1927 the Minister o:f" ·Ecl.ucation set up a Committee 

consisting of J:'e!)resentatives of tpe Societies of teachers, the· · 

Training Colleges, the Education Boards and School Committees to · 
consider .the revision of the ' syilabus. The· result of the 

' 
' 

Camrni ttee' s work was the issue ·of th~ "New'' syilab~ in 19 28. 

This syllabus· remained in oper0:tion until 1948 before any· radical 

~nts were effected.. 

3. The Inspectorate 

The Period .1 883-1902 . 

F:rom the· time of its inception the Institute took a decided 

attitude :with regard to the . inspectorate~ . There were .thirteen 

Education Districts .with· thirteen ·aif'.fererit standards ·of "inter- · 

pretation of .the syllabus". The percentage pass4- depended to 
a large extent, on the interpretat;i.on of the syllabus. The 

Institute saw the need · to . secure · some measure of un.iformi ty and . 
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made various suggestions to bring it about. The suggestion that 
was most consistently adhered to and m:>st strongly urged was that 
members of the inspectorate should be appointed by the F.ducation 
Deparbnent. Other proposals were made with the same object in 
view viz: (1) That :inspectors should be moved :f'rom district to 
district; (2) that frequent conferences of inspectors should be 
held and (3) that codes of instructions for inspectors slx>uld be 
issued for their guidanceo The object of a11 these proposals was 
the equalizing of coru;litions and bringing to all districts the 
benefits of a fair and reasonable standard. 

After ten years of effort by the Institute the diffic-
ulty of varying standa.rd.s still remained. The Institute repeated 
its suggestion that the inspectors should be officers of the 
Central Department. It was agreed that inspectors should be 
transferred :f'rom district to district, and 1:his procedure was 
generally received with much favour except in those . districts where 
the inspectors had the confidence of the teachers. Additional 
:i.ng;>etus was given to the claim for centralization of the inspec-
torate by a new feature. Thesystem of education was grow:ing faster 
than the :f":i.nances that supported it. More inspectors were needed 
and the Boards had insufficient :funds to pay them. As a result 
the Boards appointed Assistant Inspectors at rates of salary so 
low that teachers of approved status and experience were not inter-
ested in applying for appointments. It thus care about that tb:i.s 
very responsible position in the service was filled in numerous 
cases by immature officers of relatively limited experience and 
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this was felt by :many, the Institute included, not to be in the best 

interests of the education service. 

The Period 1903-1911+ 

During this period the Institute still mai.71.tained. that the inspecto:cs 

sboul.d be officers of the Department and not of the Boards. Only on 

one occasion was this atti tu.de departed :f'ram and then only to the 

extent that the inspectors should be under the direct:ion of the Dep-

artment with respect to the interpretation of the syllabus and 

regulation.so 

Success was :f'inaJ.ly attained. with the passing of tre 

Education Act in 1914. 

Matters affecting the inspectorate were brought up on 

subsequent occasions but usually co-jointly with other matters 

affecting the syllabus and teachers. 

4- Teachers' Salarieso 1883-1902 

In the early years of the Institute its members had. many dif'ficul.ties 

and discouragements to face. There were thirteen Education Boards 

and each Board was virtuaJ.ly a law unto itself. The Government 

gr-a.'tlted each Board per annum the sum of £3o 15.0 per head of average 

attendance with which to carry on the "WOrk of the district. It was 

from this fund that the teachers' salaries were paido In the older 

settled districts of the South Island this capitation allowance was 

suf':f'icient to provide a reasonable rate of pa.yn:ent, but in the 

rapidly growing settlements of the North Island, it was shockingly 
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inadequate. New settlements required new schools, nearly all small, 

and schools required buildingso There was a Building Fund. supplied 
by the Government on the basis of average attendance. In the older 
districts this :f'und was sufficient to meet requirements, but in the 

newer growing settlements it was far from adequate. Some Education 
Districts were very small, and the expenses of administration were 
proportionally very heavy. Each Board was entirely free to draw up 
its own sa1ary scale. These varied considerably in the amount paid 
and in detail of arrangemento 

The first mention of sa1aries in the records of the Inst-
itute occurred in 1888 when a resolution was passed calling for a 
colonial. scale of saJ.arieso This had its origin in the obvious in-

justice of pay:i.ng in one district a salary greatly inferior to that 
paid in another for exactly similar work. Another important reason 

for the demanding of a colonial saJ.ary scale was that in some districts 
where the Boards found. their Building Fund inadequate they "trans-

ferred" large sums from the maintenance fund., out of which sa1aries 

were paid, to the Building Fund. Thus the small salaries of the 

small districts continually tended to become smaller; however, it 

was not confined to the small districts. In effect, the teachers, 
through reductions in salaries, were called U!)On to contribute largely 
to the building of the schools they taught in. 

As a result of this practice there arose the movement for 
a colonial scale, which wou1d remove the hard.ships which the teachers 
in smaller districts suffered, and would at the same ti.rn.e prevent tre 
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Boards from transferring sums of 10011ey for maintenance to the 

Building Fund.. 

During the 1890' s the situation in regard to salaries was 

progressively becoming worse and in some districts of New Zealan:1 

teachers' salaries were mere pittances, and small as they were., they 

were continually being decreased.. Year by year the demand for a 

colonial scale was subrni tted and each demand was supported by a more 

impressive array of figures. Besides the smallness there were 

other objectionable features, the three principal ones to which 

objection was taken being the inequality between districts; an 

excessive differentiation in sqm.e districts between male and female 

teachers; a. remarkable variation in the salaries of assistants 

doing the same class of worko All these added strength to the 

Institute's claim for reform, but the Boards had great influence 

in the political field, and they were resolute in defence of their 

powers. 

The battle ccntinued until the year 1900. The Minister 

of Education at that time was the Hono w.c. Walker, who was always 

sympathetic to Institute representations. At the Annual Meeting 

of the Institute., the M:inister promised personally that he would 

introduce a Bill, and he did so that yearo The Boards, however., 

were strong in Parliaroont, and. the Bill was rejected.. The claim 

for reform was greatly strengthened. by som9 illuminating figures 

presented by Mr Grundy in his presidential address in 1901. The 

outcome was the setting up of a Royal Commission on which the 
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Institute was re-presented and. the report of the Commission 

removed all doubt as to the proper course to be followed. A 

Bill was introduced in 1901 and on the 1 st January 1902, the 

Teachers' Salaries Act brought into operation the long desired 

colonial scaJ.e of staffs and salaries. 

"It fl"not a very generous scale, and it was marred by 

an excessive subdivision into small steps, but it answered the 

main requirement in that it established a national scale, and it 

removed a1l fears of further reductions of salaries to provide for 

the buildings. The following summary of the scale gives a suff-

icient idea of its scope. 

Head.JI'eachers I Salaries 

Aver~e Attendance ~ Female 

20 £100 £100 
50 £170 £155 

120 £229 £179.10.0 
250 £268 £199 
510 £323 £226.10.0 
750 £362 

The steps in the scales for assistants were:-

~: £85, £90, £105, £135, £140, £16o, £190, £250. 

Female: £85, £90, £100, £105, £135, £160, £200."(7) 

The above increments were not an.'1.ual increments but 

·stages to be attained by promotion, and were in later years dis-

tinguished by the term grades. 

(7) NoZ.E.Io Handbook 19290 
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The Period 1903-1930 

In 1905 the Teachers• Superannuation Act was passed and the 

Scheme introduced was a contributory one, but teachers' salaries 

were so small that for most of them the pa.yioont of contributions 

would have been impossible. To overcome this difficulty, the 

Superannuation Act brought with it a small increase in teachers' 

salaries. In 1908, a :f'Urther increase of' more considerable 

proportions was granted. Due to the increasing "cost of living" 

wages and salaries in nearly every other field of occupation 

began to rise, but not in teachingo This state of' affairs was 

r e sponsible for much unrest in the teaching service. In 1912 a 

Royal Commission, under the Chairmanship of the Hon. Mark Cohen, 

was set up to investigate the needs of the education systeI:lo The 

Institute had two representatives on the Cor:imission. It was an 

open secret that the real purpose of the Commission was to find 

means of economizing in education e:x;pend.itureo The Institute 

felt that the opportunity was too good to be lost and proceeded 

to show that so far as teachers were concerned, it was not 

economy but justice that was called for. Sets of figures compar-

ing the rates of pay of teachers and many other classes of employ-

ees had been prepared by the secretary of the Institute. These 

were submitted to the COJ!IIlission by the Wellington Branch of tm 

Institute, and the case they presented was unanswerable. The 

only immediate result, however, was a temporary grant in 1913 to 
give relief to the most urgent cases. 
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In 1914 a smal.l increase in salaries was granted to 

teachers but this was soon nullified by the rise in the cost of 

living as a result of the war, when the value of the pound fell 

to only a little over half its normal standard. To meet this 

loss war bonuses were granted, which, in 1919 were converted into 

what were stated to be permanent additions to salary. In 1920 

a general addition to the salaries of State servants was made -

£50 in other State services an::1 about £35 in the teaching service. 

In the fonner services there was a condition that if the cost of 

living fell, the £50 increase should be reduced in proportion, but 

no such condition applied to the sma1ler increase in the case of 

teachers. This was declared to be permanent, as in the case of 

the converted war-bonus; but 'When the Public Expenditure Adjustment 

Act was passed, the promise of permanence was ignored and the 

teachers were subjected to the same rate of reduction as the other 

serviceso It was quite useless :f'or the Institute to protest 

against this breach of faith - the Government said it was to be 

done, and it was done. A noteworthy point about this addition to 

salaries was that it was to be distributed in the form of an 

addition to the scale salary in proportion to the grading of a 

teacher in relation to the group. In 1920, the Executive, in 

its report welcomed this "as an acknowledgement of the principle 

of the p~t of salaries ,on' the basis of merit, by allotting 

the increases of salary in accordance with the grading marks of 
(8) 

teachers in a certain salary group." This was the first step 

(8) Reports of the N.Z.E.I. 1920. p.22. 
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in the realization of the Institute's desire to get awey f'.rom the 
system of peyment on average attendance. In 1922, a further 

addition was made to teachers' sa1aries as a result of a discuss-
ion which took place in 192:> which drew attention to the disparity 
between teachers' salaries and those of' other serviceso Out of 
this a sum was set aside to provide "remote allowances" to attract 
a better class of teacher into rural schools. These continued in 
operation with good effect until in 1931, without notice, they were 
wi thdra'Wll by the Goven1100nt. 

It was mentioned earlier in this section that the Instit-
ute objected to the average attendance basis of payment of 

teacllersf sa1arieso In 1919, the Institute•s Executive submitted 

to the Minister a salary scheme based on grading, but it was not 

acceptable to the Goverrunento In 19231 the Institute propounded 

a scheme based on similar principles but more elaborated, but 

this scheme a1so failed to be accepted. In 1924-, an amended 

salary scale was issued containing two main featureij. The first 

of these was a reduction in the number of grades of positions of 
assistants, in the hope of s:upplying a remedy for the evil of 

instability of staffs. The other new principle was that of diff-
erentiation between w salaries of men and woren assistantso From 

the introduction of that scale until 1931 , there was no important 
development in sa1ary regulations. 
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5. Teachers' SUDerannuation: 1883-1930 

The subject of superannuation for teachers who were no longer able 

to meet the requirements of the service, was an early concern of 

the Instituteo The topic was first intrcxluced in the presidential 

ad.dress of :Mr Worthington in 1885, and a committee was set up in 

that year to consider the possibility of a scheme. Each subseq-

uent year the matter was raised at Annual Meetings. In 1890 a 

definite scheme was proposed, which in essence was very similar to 

the scheme now in operation, but at this time -the scheme did not 

get beyond the proposal stage. In 1891 a scheme for establishing 

a benefit society for teachers was suggested, but failed to win 

support. In 1899 it was decided to investigate the pension 

scheme newly established in England, but nothing came of it. In 

1901 a Committee reported that it could suggest no scheme that 

teachers would be able to finance for themselves; but if the Gov-

ernment ma.de a substantial grant the prospect -would assume a 

different appearance. However, in despair, the members of the 

Institute turned their attention to the establishment of a Volun-

tary Teachers' Provident Fund. The :f'und was established but did 

not prosper, and the introduction of the Colonial Scale of Staffs 

and Salaries had brought the introduction of a superannuation 

scheme within the range of possibility. A Superannuation Bill 

was actually introduced in 1902 and. circulated for consideration. 

It seemed sure, however, that a scheme would shortly be set in 

motion and, at the Annual Meet:L...g of 19~, the Voltmtary Provident 
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Fund was abandoned. The Bill was discussed at some length at the 
meeting of 1903. The passing of the Railways Superannuation Bill 
had given a lead to the discussion, and there was much difference 
of opinion as to the advisability of claiming an equally generous 
schezoo for teachers. The Otago Branch of the Institute took a 
leading part in pressing for more favourable terms: but the reply 
of the Minister of Education, supported by the opinion of the 
Actuary, was that to accede to the suggestions made by the Instit-
ute would render the scheme unsound: and the Prime Minister said 
emphatically that he muld be no party to in"b:'oducing an unsound 
scheme. Discussions were continued and they reached finality in 
the passing of the Teachers' Superannuation Act in 1905, which 
became effective an the 1st January 190.6• There. are few achieve-
ments of the Institute more worthy of merit, and of more beneficial 
effect, both for the education system and for the teachers engaged 
in it than its success in establishi."1.g the superannuation scheme. 
It was a difficult task that began in 1885 and ended successfully 
in 1905. 

6. Classification and Grading of Teachers - 1883-1930 

One of the problems that caused the Institute much concern was the 
method by which teachers were appointed. It was as a result of 
successive demands first for unifonn regulations, and later for a 
promotion scheme, that there evolved the idea of a grading system. 
Several of the Education Boards had experilnented with district 

schemes of their own for the better regulation of appoin"bnents, 
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and. each of these had given general, if not complete, satisfaction 

to those concerned.. The first of these district schemes was 

established by the Auckland Board in 1909, and. the e~le was 

followed by the Taranaki, Wanganui and Hawke' s Bay Boards. The 

four schemes mentioned above differed widely in detail, but they 

all worked reasonably satisfactorilyo Many teachers and admin-

istrators began to ask the question: if a scheme worked satisfac-

torily in separate districts why should it not work in the Dominion 

as a whole? A further question asked was that i .f the scheme 

worked satisfactorily with regard to appointments, why shouldn't 

it also "WOrk when applied to salaries? Why not grade teachers 

according to their efficiency, . and pay them a sal~ in proportionJ 

As a resu.l t, the Institute modified its request for . a promotion 

scheme which was changed in 1914, to a request for .a Dominion 

grading schemeo The request was repeated in 1915 and at the 

Annual Meeting of 1916 the Minister of that day, the Hon. J .A. 

Hanan, said that he had connnissioned the As$istant Director of 

Education, Mr Caughley, to dra:ft a scheme. The scheme was out-

lined by Mr Caughley to the meeting and was approved, and a 

request was made that it be gazetted. · In June 1916, the first 

grad.ed list of . teachers was issued. The schene has operated, 

with amendments, until the present day and is now gr-a.dually giving 

wa:y to the new Appointments and Promotion scheme. 

7. The Education Boards 

The Education Act of 1877 delegated wide powers to the Education 
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Boards and the part reserved to the Central. Department was ext-

remely small. This feature of the administration of education 

in New Zealand was di,scussed at some length by the Institute at 

its .AnnuaJ. Meeting in 1897. The president, Mr RoD. Stewart, 

said: "Provincial feeling and rivalry still ran high, and when 

the Education Bill was introduced into the House of Represent-

atives, it was evident that it would, to a very great extent, 

be in the nature of' a compromise. So many interests had to be 

placated, each province was so wedded to its local procedure, 

the question of' reserves had to be most care:f'ully considered, 

and naturally, the adherents of provincialism were tenacious of 
(9) 

pr9vincial rights". 

Later in the same ad.dress Mr Stewart said:-

''Whatever we may think of the necessity which exists today for 

Boards of' Education, we must certainly admit that they have done 

good work in the transition from a provincial to a colonial 

system of' administration. It is due to the integrity and 

~terling common sense of members of Boards that with a weak and 

divided system of' administration we have had comparatively few 

· abuses. The Board system has been elastic when elasticity was 

needed, and it may continue to exist f'or many years provided that 

the :necessary reforms and adaptations to present ·circumstances 
(10) . 

are c81Tied outo" 

(9~ N.z.E.I. Handbook 1929. 
(10) N.Z.E.I. Handbook 19290 
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The last quotation is particularly apt because 1897 was 

the year in vttlch was completed the first important victory gained 

by the Institute over the Boards in the amendment to the Teachers' 

Court of Appeal Act. 

Generally speaking, the relations between the teachers 

and the Boards have been, on the whole, friendl.y. Need.less to 

sa::, there have been differences, sometimes serious differences, 

and unfortunately some Boards have not al.ways taken the educat-

ional point of view. 

One of the earliest points on which the Boa.nl system of 

administration was attacked by the Institute was the excessive 

number of districts and their unevenness in size and population. 

· In 1893 the Institute made its first request for the amalgam-

ation of the smaller districtso It took twenty years of effort 

to bring about partial. amalgamation and this was not achi'eved 

until the Education Act of 1914. The Act provided f'or not more 

than nine Boards nor less than seven, the larger number afterwards 

being accepted on the recommendation of a commission appointed 

to investigate. The Institute had asked for not more than five 

Boards, but preferably four to correspond with the University 

Districts~ and in giving evidence before the Comwission, made 

strenuous but vain efforts in favour of the srnaller number allov.ed 

by the Act. 

There is little doubt that the attitude of the Boards 

~ to a degree stood in the way of educational progress. The 
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1'e 
following extract from the report of' the Executive ofAinstitute :in 

1899, illustrates the feeling of the Institute at that tiroo. 
' "Great questions such as centralizing the Inspectorate, Colanial 

Scale of Salaries, Freedom of Classification, the Minister, as 

might be expected, felt difficulty in dealing with, but promised 

to give them consideration. The political aspect of the question 

is the difficulty. The influence of the Boards is very great, 

and it would be almost impossible far any minister to deal with 

questions affecting Boards, such as the Centralizing of the 

Inspectorate, without first gaining the co-operation of the 
( 11) 

Boards.'' 

Board members were jealous of their powers and unfort-

unately they strove to maintain them even at the price of progresso 

One of the most striking examples of this was their opposition to 

a oolo ial scale of salaries, despite the fact that on this 

depended the possibility of establishing a superannuation scheme. 

The Institute bas always aimed at a national system of 

education, single and all-embracing, which under the administration 

by the Boards is impossibleo One of the v.urst evlls arising 

from this feature was that connected with appoiniments. The 

Boards were very exclusive, and even within their own borders 

they were often accused of injustice. Even after the i.nq)rove-

ments in the Act in 1908 and 1914, the amalgamation of the Boards 

in 1916 and the basing of appointments on grading in 1920, there 

( 11 ) Reports of Institute 1 899. Executive Report to Annual Meeting. 
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were so many complaints that in 1923 the .Aimua1. Meeting of the 

Institute in a resolution reciting a long list of instances of 

breach of the Act, "emphatically protests against such procedure, 

which undoubtedly frustrates the operation of the grading scheme 

as the basis for promotion, and as there is at present no effect-

ive machinery for redress provided by the Education Act, respect-

fully requests the Minister to take steps for the establishment 

of a Teachers' Appointment Appeal Board by means of which any 

teacher aggrieved may have immediate opportunity of having any 
( 12) 

disputed appointment reviewed". 

Another criticism of the Board. system, rather than the 

Boards, is its expenseo It was shown in evidence before the 

Commission in 1914 that the maintenance o'f: so many separate offices 

and office staf'fs absorbed about thirty per cent of the part of 

the Boards' revenue that was subject to the discretion of the 

Boards. 

.Another weakness of the Board system of administration 

was the susceptibility of Board members to pressure for the 

multiplication of small and inefficient schools. In some 

districts, what have been called political schools, _might almost 

be described as a feature of the landscape. The cost of building 

could not be met out of the building grant and recourse was had 

to the maintenance fund, and this entailed a reduction in teachers' 

salaries. Nor was this the worst result of that policy. There 

(12) N.Z.EoI. Reports 1923, p.13o 
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were insufficient qualified teachers for the schools, and a 

steady decline in the quality of the teaching service "Went on. 

The introduction of the Colonial Scale of Staffs and 

Salaries in 1902 took away the chief reason for the existence of 

the Boards. By the resumption by the Department o-r the control 

of the building :f\lnds and by the centralizing of the Inspectorate 

under the Education Act of 1914-, the functions of the Boards -rere 

still further reduced, and it is reasonable to say that when in 

1920 the appointments of teachers, except in special cases, were 

based upon the grading system, those :functions came to an end. 

Even today, the Boards still exist, but all their activities are 

either under the direction of the Central Department or are 

subject to confinna.tion or veto by the Deparflnent. The Boards 

o'f: today have no independent function or discretionary administ-

rative authority. 
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Section Two 

Chapter Ill 

Educational Policy and the School System 1930-1936 

It is intended in this section to trace in con:g;>arative detail the 

educational picture in New Zealand during the period 1930-1936. 

Special emphasis will be placed on the rm.e played by teachers 

during the "bleak age" in the history o'f: New Zealand's educationo 

The pl,lblication o'f: the Report o'f: the Parliamentary 

Recess Committee on educational reconstruction in New Zealand in 

1930, imbued all enthusiastic educators, both lay and pro'f:essional, 

w:i. th a spirit o'f: real optimism. Everybody looked forward to a 

period o'f: reform, a period of educational enlightenment, a period 

of real progress. But their optimism soon proved to be nothing 

but a mirage which was soon to be obliterated. In replacing 

progress, retrenchment became a stark reality. It was soon 

obvious to even the most optimistic that retrenchment in educat-

ional expenditure was to be the order of the day. New Zealand, 

along with other countries, was rapidly becoming engulfed in an 

economic depression. Education, along with other social services, 

was the victim of the ministerial "pruning knife". 

The problem will be studied under the following headjngs:-

(a) Educational Expenditure. 

(b) School Building and Sites. 
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( c) The Sta:f'f'ing of' Schools and Unemployment. 

( d) Teachers• Salaries and Superannuation. 

Education Expenditure for the period 1919 to 1938. 
Growth of School Population for the period 1919 to 1938. 

Financial ~ s. 

. .,,.,., .,-, ----·----- ----------- ---.,::----..-- - ··---
ef'fected but these reductions were not conf'ined to administrative 
costs as suggested by Mr Atmore in his Report to Parliament in 

1931. Mr Atmore resigned the portfolio of Education towards the 
end of 1931, one of the reasons given f'orhis resignation being 

that he did not agree with the policy of his Government in reducing 

the vote for educational purposes to a bare minimum. The 

(1) E.I. Report 1931, po2e 

38. 
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( c) The S ta.:ffing of Schools and. Unemployment. 

(d) Teachers' Salaries and Superannuation. 

( e) Method of Instruction and Examination • 

Finance and Fabric during the Depression Period 

The total expenditure an education for the year ending 31.3.31 

amounted to £.4.,174,885· as against £4.,!38,577 for the year ending 

,;1.3.30. These figures shovr that the educational expenditure was 

still rising, but in his Report to Parliaroont the Minister of 

Education, the Hon. H. Atmore , sounded a note of' warning. "Att-

ention is being given to methods of decreasing administrative . ( 1) ' ' 
costs" o · 

The desire of the Minister to reduce adm:inistrative 

costs was not objectionable to many . interested in education. The 

teachers' organisations had long sought reforms in an administrat-

ion which they considered to be uneconomical. During the period 

1931/32, substantial reductions in educational expenditure were 

effected but these reductions were not confined to administrative 

costs as suggested by Mr Atmore in his Report to Parliament in 

1931. Mr Atmore resigned the portfolio of Education towards the 

end of 1931, one of the reasons given f'orhis resignation being 

that he did not agree with the policy of his Gover:moont in reducing 

the vote for educational purposes to a bare minimum. The 

(1) E.I. Report 1931, po2o 
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Government of the day was determ:ined that the cost of' education 

should be reduced substantially and with this policy in vievr, 

the Prime Minister, the Rt.Hon. G.W .. Forbes, appointed the Hon. 

R. Masters, a member of the Legislative Council, as Minister of 

Education. 

The appointment of Mr Masters was severely criticised 

in various quarters by a large cross section of New Zealand's 

people, p articularly those directly concerned with or interested 

in educationo In an election speech in Christchurch in November 

1931, the Prime Minister endeavoured to justify his selection of 

Mr Masters. 

" e have been criticised over education but I can 
say the Country cannot afford four million pounds per 
annum in its present condition. The Labour Party is 
making an effort to stir up the schoolteachers, but it 
must be realized that the people are asked to find 
three and. a half million pounds for ordinary education, 
half a million pounds for buildings, and. that is more 
than the Country can carr;sr. I went to primary and. 
secondary school and I know the education given then 
was as sound at a quarter of the cost. I am confident 
the cost can be kept down and I am certain that the 
education that will be provided will be really effic-
ient and will not su:f'fer in any way. Criticism has 
also been expressed at the allocation of the portfolio 
of education to a member of the Legislative Council. 
However, I selected a man who was chairman of an 
Education Board for a number of years, who came from 
a country district and realized the needs of country 
children. He is conversant with the working of the 
education system and can cut down costs so that the 
standard of education will not be affected. I lmovr 
that teachers realize that in the present state of' 
the country the education system cannot be carried on 
as bef'ore, and will be willing to assist the Govern-
ment in any reasonable economy'' o ( 2) 

(2) Christchurch~' 11 November 1931. 
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Mr Forbes made it clear that economies ·in education were imper-

ative and he . ~lied that he had appointed the right man to carry , 

out ihis unpleasant task. In the "Christchurch Sun" the Prime 

Minister .at the same time, :was reported to have said on the 17th 

November 1.9.31, · ''Mr Masters is aware~ those "frills" that were 

introduced into education in years of prosperity could be done 
' (.3) 

awa:y with''• The "Christchurch Sun" in an editorial the follow-

ing day· asked the Prime :Minister to indicate what he meant by 

the tenn, asking for a list of these so-called "frills". 

is no record of a reply from Mr Forbes. 

There 

It was obvious to all at the end of 1931 that substan-

. tial reductions in education costs were forthcoming and people 

did not have ~ng to wait before the natu,-:-e of these 'cuts' was 

made public. 

In his Report to Parliament in 19.32 Mr Masters stated 

"Since assuming the portfolio of education on the 22nd September 

19.31 I have had the unenviable task of effecting reductions in 

expenditure in alm::ist every branch of the service. Every core 

has been taken to effect economies that will have the ·least 
(4) 

hanfu.""ul effects on the service as a whole". 

The above statem::nt of th~·Minister proves .conclusively 

that Mr Masters ' prime function as Minister of Education was to 

effect economies;, and he considered that he was doing his country 

(3) Christchurch Sun, November 18, 19.31. 
(4) E.I. Report 1932, p.2. 
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a service if such economies were substantialo 

The following figures indicate that Mr Masters implem-

ented his plan with enthusiasm and efficiencyo 

In the year ended 31 st March 1932 the total expenditure 

on education amounted to £3,469,843 as against £4,174,855 in the 

previous year, a decrease of £705,0120 The Minister quoted the 

following figures in his Report to substantiate his claim that 
(5) 

reductions were being e:f'f'ected.. 

Reductions .in Expenditure 1931/32 compared with 1929/30 

Expenditure Expenditure Reduction 
1929[2.0 1931/32 

£ £ £ 
Teachers' Salaries 2,626,628 2,346,943 279,685 
Subsidies to schools 39,768 2,132 37,636 
Maintenance of buildings 154,995 106,480 48,515 
Manual instruction 90,915 73,156 17,795 
Grants to teache~s' Super-
annua tion Fund 143,000 43,000 100,000 

Education Board Adminis-
tration 39,148 34,633 4,515 

New Buildings, sites and 
additions 443,885 259,932 183,957 

Totals £3,538,339 £2,866,216 £672,103 

Total reduction in education grant £672,103 

It is interesting to note that the aspect of the grant 

that was reduced least was the amount voted for Education Board 

administrationo This was one section of the grant that could have 

(5) E.I. Report 1932, p.2. 
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been substantia1ly reduced without inflicting any adverse effects 

on the education system as a whole. The National Expenditure 
1w,J 

Commissior.w-ecommended the abolition of Education Boards. 

There is little doubt that the aforementioned reductions 

were substantial, but the Minister issued a wan1ing that further 

reductions were contemplated and would be :implemented as soon as 

it was administratively convenient. 

"Ad.di tional economies were decided upon subsequent to 

the .31 st March 1932. 

( 1 ) A . further reduction in teachers I sa1aries ranging from 

five per cent to twelve and a ha1f per cent. 

(2)'The raising of the school age of admission f'rom five 

years to six years. 

(3) The limitation of overscale salaries. 

(4) The withdrawa1 of grants .for sewing and science. 

(5) The reduction in grants to primary and post-primary 

Boards for administra. tiono . · 

(6) The closing of two teachers' training colleges, one at 

Wellington and the other at Dunedin. 

(7) A reduction in the allowances payable to training college 
( 6) 

students and the withdrawal of grants to kindergartensn. 

The disastrous long-term effects of the above reductions 

were not fully appreciated at the time they were inaugurated, but 

strong opposition to their enactment was provided by the Teachers I 

(6) E.I. Report 19.32, P•.3• 
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Organisations, particularly the New Zealand Educational Instituteo 

The actual part played by the Institute in the handling of this 

crisis wi11 be discussed in detail in a later section of this 

thesis. 

The undermentioned tables indicate the extent of these 

reductionso 

Gross expenditure (including 
buildings, additions etc.) 

192f:32 1932-33 Reduction 

£4,181,778 £2,957,196 £1,224,582 

These figures show that the education grant was reduced 

by almost thirty per cent. Few of the 100st a:ro.ent cri ties of New 

Zealand education ever claimed th~t one third of the money spent on 
' 

education was virtuaJ.ly wasted, but Mr Masters contended that neither 

the system as a whole nor the children as indi vidua1s would be 

affected adversely by these sweeping reductions. It might fairly 

be asked, why such drastic reductions were tolerated let alone 

sanctioned, by a Parliament which had been elected in conformity 

with democratic procedure? The only tangible conclusion that can 

be drawn is that our parliamentary representatives were overwhelmed 

by the complellci.ty of the adverse economic conditions that prevailed 

at the time and many of their decisions were ill-considered, ill-

deliberated and badly enacted. To say there was no opposition 

would be an entire untruth, for there were many champions of educ-

ation in the House of Representatives; one in particular was Mr 

Peter Fraser, Labour member for Wellington Central, and a fearless 

critic of the Masters' a.dm:inistra tiono The Minister, who was not 
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a member of the Elected Assembly, sat in the comparative tranquility 

of the Legislative Council, ,mile his Cabinet colleagues endeavoured 

to justif'y his administration before a most critica1 and often 

hostile opposition. 

The following statement made by the Minister in his 1932 

Report indicates how unaware he was of public opinion that existed 

outside his own politica1 circleo 

"As was to be expected, considerable opposition was met 

with when it was knovm that the education expenditure was to be 

reduced, but with a true realization of the strained position of 

the finances of the Dominion this gr:aduaJ.ly disappeared and 

generally speaking, the attitude of the various organisations 

changed to one of helpful co-operation. As a result, a very 

. di:f'f'icul t and unpleasant task was rendered much lighter and the 

thanks of the Government are due to a11 those who gave such 
(7) 

valuable assistance during the period of stressuo 

There is little doubt that the Teachers' Organisations 

did render a va1uable service to the Govenunent and they were 

only too willing to co-operate and were prepared to corqpromise 

on several issues, but it is fair to say that this co-operation 

was only partia1ly reciprocated by the Minister. Mr Masters was 

quick to utilize any suggestions submitted to him pertaining to 

additional reductions in expenditure and on more than one occasion 

these suggestions were accepted by the Minister as additions to 

(7) E.I. Report 1932, p.3. 
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his already substantial list. 

An :i.n:q;,ortant legislative change enacted during the yea:r 

was the introduction of legislation to give wider powers to the 

Minister. As a result of this legislation the Minister was author-

ised to close or consolidate schools at his discretion. 

Mr Masters' second Report to Parliament provided more 

pleasant reading than did his inaugural official statement, but 

the prospects for real progress were exceedingly slight. The 

Minister made the following statement in his report. "It was 
( 8) 

not found necessa.:r:y to introduce new economies in education". 

By this time Mr Masters realized that he had gone far enough in 

his policy of retrenchment and that any further reductions could 

wreck the system entirely. 

To say that Mr Masters did not have ardent supporters 

outside his 01vn parliamentary colleagues would be quite erroneous. 

Strong pressure groups gave him their full support and assistanceo 

The following quotation expresses the feelings of the Wellington 

Chamber of Commerce on the school-leaving age. 

"Speaking generally the children of ·unenlightened 

parents would not gain benefit from a longer period at school and 

it was a matter for serious consideration vvhether after passing 

the fourth standard ( about eleven years of age) children of but 

moderate mental development should not be definitely prepared for 

the type of work to which their mmtal capacity and natural ability 

(8) Eeio Report 1933, p.2. 
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made them best suited. It might be that further education along 

general lines would not f'i t them for the modest ~e nature 
. . (9) 

intended them to play in life" o 

The follow:ing tahle discloses the financial cost of 

education as at the 31 st March 19330 

Primary F.d.ucation 

Year ending Year ending 
,21 • .2.,22 ,21 • ,2. ,2,2 

£ £ 
Teachers' salaries 1,574,850 1,412,173 
Education Board Admin-
istration Grants 34,633 29,292 

School Conn:nittee 
Allowances 101,633 101,216 

School buildings, 
sites,maintenance 94,691 61,112 

Conveyance of pupils 87,84.6 79,089 
Manual instruction 73,156 71,896 

Totals: £1,966,809 £1,654,778 

The reduction in expenditure for the year ending 3103.33 was 
( 10) 

£312,031. 

The basic reason for the reduction in expenditure in 1933 

was that a series of :further reductions detailed earlier cruoo into 

effect during the later part of 1932 and also that a number of the 

original reductions did not become :f'ully effective until late in 

1932 and during the early part of 19330 

(9) Christchurch Times, December 8, 1933. 
(10) Eo2 Report 1933, P• 4. 
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The Minister gave little encouragement to ~se people 

who hoped for an overall improvement in 19 34. There was no 

suggestion that an increase in the education vote was imminent. 

In actual fact the official statistics disclose a further 

reduction in the education vote. This reduction was due to 

several causes, but the two ma.in causes were:- (a) ZI> 1b.e closing 

of the two remaining teachers' training colleges at Auckland and 

Christchurch, (b) the :full effects on the schools of the exclusion 

of the five-year-olds. The reason submitted by tbe Minister to 

justify his decision to close the training colleges at Auckland 

and Christchurch was that as there was an oversupply of trained 

teachers, it was deemed advisable not to train any more. This 

oversupply of teachers had been accentua. ted by the raising of the 

age of admission to six years. However, what tbe Minister failed 

to realize,or perhaps did not want to realize, was that the teachers 

who would have been trained during 1934 would not be eligible for 

permanent appointments until 1937. This action amounted to a 

further reduction in educational expenditure and had a most detrim-

ental effect upon the education of children in subsequent yearso 

The period 1932-1934 can be justifiably tenned the "bleakest" age 

in the history of New Zealand education in the twentieth century. 

Mr Masters had aGhieved his aim, "to dispense with unnecessary 

frills in education". The Minister never ever stated what these 

"frills" were, but a student of his administration can draw but 

one broad conclusion: that many aspects of education that were 
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ten:ned "essential11 by :Mr Masters' predecessors, were reputed to be 

unnecessary "frills" by the Coalition Government. 

During the later part of 19 34 and dur:ing 19 35 education 

in New Zealand showed signs of recovering from a serious malady 

that had proved almost fatal. Mr Masters resigned his portfolio 

towards the end of 1934 and was succeeded by the Hono S.G. Smith, 

a former Chainnan of the Taranaki Education Board. In his 

capacity as Chainnan of the Taranaki Board, Mr Smith had on 

several occasions voiced strong disapproval of educational legis-

lation introduced by his own Government. In la.is first Report 

to Parliament, Mr Smith made no rash promises, but he said, "Not-

withstanding that the economic condition of the country has not 

yet returned to nonnaJ., it has been possible to restore some of 

the items in educational expenditure that had to be el:i.mina.ted 

during the worst years of the depressiono From the 1 st April 

1934 teachers' salaries were increased by five per cent. The 

grant for handwork material has been restored, incidental 

expenses of School Committees and. School Boards have been increased, 
( 11) 

and additional grants have been made for school buildings." 

The total expenditure for the year ending }1 st March 

1935 amounted to £2,926,606 as against £2,795,170 in the previous 

year, an increase of £1 25',435. The above figures do not require 

a great deal of elucidation, but they do reveal that the downvrard 

trend in educational expenditure had been hal tedo 

(11) E.I. Report 1935, p.2. 
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The gradual retu.In to normal was exceedingly slovr, but 

nevertheless it was a movement in the riB}:lt direction. The 

salaries of rationed teachers were increased by seven and a half 

per cent and towards the end. of' 1935, a partial restoration of 

the grant formerly voted for the support of Free Kindergartens 

was authorised. The supply of handwork materials was resumed 

during the year, and about half the normal quantity was distrib-

uted. 

A General Election was held in November 1935 and the 

Coalition Government was overwhelmingly defeated by the Labour 

Party which assumed control of the Treasury Benches. The 

portfolio of Education was allotted to Mr Peter Fraser, the 

deputy-leader of the Party. When the appointment of Mr Fraser 

was announced, the vast majority of people interested in education 

looked with optimism to a pmod of unstifled progress. Mr 

Fraser had graduated from the Opposition ranks as a champion of 

popular education. He exercised a genuine interest in the 

-welfare of children and it was generally agreed that the choice 

of' Mr Fraser for the portfolio of Education was a wise one on 

the part of the Prime Minister. Educational reconstruction was 

one of the major planks of the election policy of the Labour 

party. On assuming office Mr Fraser was fully aware of the fact 

that it was his duty to implement his party's policy as soon as 

practicable. There is little doubt that the education policy of' 

the Labour Party was instrumental in assisting the Party to ga.:in 
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control of the House of Representatives. 

In his first Report on education the Minister stated:-

"On assuming the control of the Portfolio of Education I found 

that the most pressing educational question before the Government 

was that of the re-admission of the five-year-olds. The decision 

to admit these children involves a reconsideration of the supply 

of teachers, and the rapid absorption during the year of teachers 

who bad been employed as supernumeraries under the rationing scheme 

has made it evident that a shortage would be e:x;perienced towards 

the end of 1936, due partly to normal losses from the service and 

partly to the re-admission of children of five years of age. It 

was decided accordingly to increase the admissions to the training 

colleges in 1936 to eight hundred. It was decided to re-open the 
(12) 

training colleges at Wellington and Dunedmn. 

The Minister sensed the urgency of the situation and 

acted expediently. The re-admission of the five-year-olds was 

a most progressive step and the children who had been deprived of 

the advantages of school by Mr Masters were once more pennitted 

to join the ranks of school children. Mr Fraser also indicated 

his awareness of the necessity for providing teachers for these 

new entrants. 

ment. 

The following were the educational aims of the Govem-

"It will be the aim of the Government to restore as soon 

(12) EoI. Report 1936, p.3. 
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as possible the educational facilities that were curtailed during 

the past few years. 

The Government will address itself to the improvement 

and. ultimately the re-organisation of the education system. The 

survey made in 19.30 will be brought up to date and a plan of re-

organisation will be adopted within a reasonable period. In the 

development of the system provision will be made for a liberal 

and suitable education for all the young people of the Dominion 

and every endeavour will be made to give the country children the 

same educational advantages as enjoyed by those who reside in the 

cities. 

The consolidation of the Education Acts is long overdue 
(13) 

and this matter will come up for review as soon as possible"o 

Educational expenditure for the year ending 31 st March 

1936, amounted to £3,316,992 as against £2,929,992 for the year 

ending 31 st March 1935, an increase of £396,386. 

Of>ly Even though the Labour Government hadN:>een in office for 

four months the educational expenditure showed a substantial inc-

rease. In all fairness to the Hon. s.G. Smith, all the credit 

for this increased expenditure cannot be credited to the Labour 

administration as official statistics show that Mr Smith was 

responsible for the acquiring of a considerable proportion of the 

additional .£400,000 voted for educational expenditure during the 

year. 

(13) E.I. Report 1936, P•3o 
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The achievements of the Ministry of Mr- Fraser do not fall 

within the scope of this thesis., but the aims of the Government 

indicate clearly that progress was the basis of the Govenunent• s 

programmeo 

The aforementioned facts and figures clearly indicate 

that the "depression era" in education was indeed a sordid oneo 

The lives and opportunities of thousands of children were consid-

erably impaired., the younger children were excluded from school 

and kindergarten., when their home conditions., in the majority of 

cases~ were unbelievably poor. These children were forced to 

remain in homes that were almost devoid of nonnal amenities and 

where ev~ry penny earned was used to provide the hare necessities 

of lifeo The school itself tended to become more of a factory 

for the teaching of the basic skills, reading, writing and 

arithmetic, instead of an institution in which the child could 

develop into a well-adjusted., clear-thinking., democratic individ-

ual. The size of classes increased, schools became more drab 

and many received no maintenance. Hundreds of schools deterior-

ated through lack of paint and quite of'ten thousands of children 

spent the winter months in cold unhospi table sun-oundings because 

School Committees did not have sufficient :f\mds with which · to 

purchase f'uelo 

The Labour Government improved conditions quickly., the 

system was soon brought up to pre-depression standards and a 

changed philosophy of education was shown to be evolvingo 
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Dur:ing 1930 steady progress was ma.de :in the provid:ing 

of material conditions that were reasonably satisfactory for the 

education of children.. Ad.di tional accorrnnodation was provided 

where the necessity arose, particularly in newly settled 

districtso In some Education Districts out-of-date schools were 

modernised or con;pletely rebuil to Experiments were tried with 

open-air classrooms. Official reports indicate that the author-

ities were somewhat at variance in their opinions on this 

experimento Ho~ver, the Minister, the Hon. H. Atmore , stated 

:in his Report in 1931 that it was the intention of the Government 

to proceed with the building of open-air classrooms :in suitable 

localities. 

19310 

An important legislative amendment was enacted during 

The 1931 Finance Act (Noo2) repealed the Education 

Purposes Loan Act 1919 and abolished the Education Loans Accounto 

As a result of this new legislation, finance required for the 

erection of school buildings was to be paid out of the Public 

Works Fund and was to be appropriated by Parliament for the 

purpose. 

The following figures indicate that the rurount 

expended by the Education Department on new buildings, additions, 

sites and teachers' residences for the year ending 31 st March 

1931 was: 
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£ 

"Public schools 202,209 
Training Colleges 9,080 
Native Schools 8.,872 
Schools f'or mentally 
backward. 5,110 

Child-welfare ins-
titutions 1,660 

Kindergartens 1., 747 

Total Expenditure - Primary £228,678 " (14) 

During 1932 the provision of school buildings was con-

siderably curbed and before a new building was approved., exhaus-

tive enquiries were made as to the necessity for the provision 

of new accommodation or f'or the necessity of additions. The 

following table compares the expenditure approved for school 

buildings during 1931 and 19320 

"Educational Institutions 

Primary schools 
Training colleges 
Native schools 
Schools for mentally backward 
Child Welfare institutions 
Kindergartens 

Total Expenditure 

12.l!. 
£ 

202.,209 
9.,080 
8,872 
5,110 
1,660 
1., 747 

£228.,678 

Reduction in Expenditure: £85, 272 

(14) E.I. Report 19310 P•9• 
(15) E.I. Report 1932. p.7. 

,12.g 
£ 

126., 778 
1.,228 

14,433 
199 
714 
54 

£143,406 

( 15) 
" 
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The only item of expenditure that was not reduced during 1932 was 

the sum authorised for Native school buildingso In actual fact 

there was an increase in expenditure, hO"wever grants for other 

schools were substantially reduced, particularly training colleges 

and kindergartens. The sum granted for primary schools was 

inadequate as the grants for maintenance for this branch of the 

service had never been liberaJ.o 

As a result of the employment of unemployed labour, 

school grounds benefited considerably, and the Auckland Education 

Board expressed its gratification at the mrk being carried out in 

this direction. 

During 1933 the sum. spent on school buildings was very 

meagreo 

The following figures set out the position clearly: 

II Comparative Table of Expenditure 

12,20-,21 19,21-,22 12,22-,2,2 
£ £ £ 

Primary schools 202,209 126,778 33,531 
Training colleges 9,080 1,228 Nil 
Native schools 8,872 14,433 704 
Schools for mentally 
backward 5,110 199 Nil 

Child welfare inst-
itutions 1,660 714 Nil 

Kindergartens 1,742 54 Nil 

Total E:x:pend.iture£228,678 £143,406 £34,235 II (16) 

Total Reduction 19 33: £109, 170 

(16) Eo1• Report 1933, p.5. 
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These figures show that a reduction of £194,41+-2 was made in the 

short period of two years. Maintenance virtually came to a 

standstill and no new buildings were erected. It seems fantastic 

that any Goverruoont, irrespective of the economic climate, could 

refuse to maintain millions of pounds worth of assetso This 

policy was extremely short-sighted and was responsible for hea.vy 

maintenance costs in subsequent years. 

The Education Boards -;r•••f their disapproval of the 

Government's policy and the following extract indicates the feel-

ings of one Board; Auckland. "School Accommodation - The Board 

regrets the necessity to defer building works through lack of 

ful1ds, the necessity to enlarge schools has been postponed tempor-

arily in some districts through the exclusion of the five year 

olds. There are, ho"l"rever, many instances where the need for 

proper school acco:tlIDOdation is urgent, particularly in country 

districts where school is held in unsuitable privately owned 

dwellings. The Board trusts that the Government will be able to 
( 16) 

deal with these urgent cases :f'rom time to time as funds pennit". 

During 1933 the sum spent on primary and native schools 

amounted to only £50,260. Thus for two years in succession, no 

maintenance was effectedo During the period 1934/35 litt le 

~rovement was shown. Prima:ty school maintenance grants were 

reduced to £35,100, while Secondary schools r eceived an increase 

(16) E.2. Report 1933,p.22. Only two Reports were published 
in 1933, E.1 and E.2. An economy neasureo 
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of approximately £10,000. During this period there had been a 

change of Ministers, but there was no change in the Government's 

financial policy as it affected school buildings. 

There was a marked improvement during the period 1935/36 

and the total expenditure on buildings, maintenance, sites etc. 

was :increased by £80,000o 

The total expenditure for 19 36/37 was increased by a 

:further £150,000o The figures indicate, therefore, that the 

expenditure on buildings was increased to the extent of £230,000 

in a matter of two years. The credit f'or these increases is due 

almost entirely to the efforts of the Hon. Po Frasero 

School buildings deteriorated rapidly during the 

depression period and the task of the post-depression Government 

was an unenviable one if school buildings were to be restored to 

their pre-depression standard.. 
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Chapter r/ 

Persormel and the educational process under 
Depression conditions 

(1) The Staffing of Schools 

A reduction in the size of primary school classes had been the aim 

of the Teachers' organisations for many years prior to the advent 

of the economic depressiono The "Atmore Report" recommended 

that classes should be reduced in size and teachers and parents 

looked forward hopef'ully to the implementation of this recommend-

ation by the Governmento 

In 1930 the Minister of Education, the Hono H. Atmore, 

said in his Report to Parliament: -

"The financial position has precluded any definite 

progress in the scheme for the reduction of large 

classes throughout New Zealand. The expenditure 

involved in buildings for additional classes and in 

providing ad.di tional assistants would be too great 
( 1) 

to consider at present". 

What the Minister did not point out, however, was that 

there were numerous teachers, five hundred in all, who were with-

out permanent appointments and who had little opportunity of 

obtaining pennanent positions in the immediate futureo The 

Teachers' Institute suggested to the Minister that a reduction 

(1) Eo1e Report 1930. p.2. 
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in the size of classes would solve the problem of unemployed 

teachers. 

tion. 

The Minister declined to take action in this direc-

During 19 31 the lack of teaching positions became more 

acute and over seven hundred teachers were unable to find perman-

ent positions. The Minister re:f'used to appoint additional 

assistants despite the fact that classes in city schools were 

very large. Classes of seventy were quite canmon in the larger 

schools. Teachers were available, but finance was not forth-

coming. During 1932 a rationing scheme was drawn up. The 

basis of the scheme was to give part-employment to all unerrq;,loyed 

teachers classified. as Grade I assistants, relieving teachers, 

and probationary assistants. The rationing sche:rre helped to 

alleviate the distress among young teachers, but it was by no 

means a solution to the problem. 

The rationing scheme was continued during 1932/33, but 

the problem was aggravated by the raising of the school admission 

age to six. The Education Boards found it almost impossible to 

give all unerrq;,loyed teachers one term' s v.ork. The adverse effects 

of the scheme were not confined to the teachers, but the children 

were subjected to constant changes of teacherso Some of the 

Education Boards voiced their strong disapproval of the rationing 

scheme. 

In 19 33 Mr s. G. Smith, Chainnan of the Ta.ran.a.lei Education 
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Board nade the following statement: 

"As an expediency to provide employment for a larger 

number of young people the sche:rre :f'ulfilled its promise 

to a limited extent; but the scheme has been too much 

under the domination of the Department to produce the 

best resultso The continuance of the scheme for a 

longer period than is necessary is undesirable. These 

young inexperienced teachers are placed in charge of 

classes for three months and are then removed; the 

frequency of these changes is not in the best interests 

of the child and has caused some concern among head-
(2) 

masters, School Committees, and parents". 

It is interest:ing to note that at this time Mr Smith 

was Minister of Labour in the Government, but despite his 

Cabinet rank, he was unable to influence his colleague, the 

Minister of Education, the Hon. R. Masters. 

During 1934- the full e:f'.fects of the raising of the 
? 

school leaving age became apparent and over two thousand young 

teachers were without permanent appointments. In 1935 Mr Smith 

became Minister of ]lduca.tion, but the rationing of teaching 

positions continued. The scheme was finally abandoned on the 

1 st February 1936 by the Hon. P. Fraser. 

During the depression years the 'lot' of the young 

( 2) E. 2. Report 19 33. P• 23. 
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teachers was extremely dif:f'icul. t and it had an ad.verse in:f'luence 

on the careers of thousands of young men and womeno The 

distress caused was great and the requests from young teachers 

to the New Zealand Educational Institute for :financial assistance 

make pathetic reading. The ~le played by the Institute in an 

endeavour to overcome this catastrophe will be discussed in 

detail in a subsequent chapter of this thesis. 

( 2) The Salaries and Superannuation of Teachers 

Teachers' salaries have never been over-generous in New Zealand and 

this factor has al ways had an ad.verse effect on the staffing of 

schools with well qualified teachers. The •'3n'ti0 ,-.t f • JS !!l of the 

Parliamentary Recess Committee on education made the following 

recommendations regarding the salaries of teachers. 

"That a new salary scale be prepared covering the whole 

Education Service, with a view to the elimination of anomal.ies at 

present existing between the primary, secondary, and technical 

services, and between men and women teachers; and that this scale 

should be based upon the principle of the payment of the teacher 

instead of the payment of the :position, together with recognition 
(3) 

of family responsibilities"• 

The above recomirendations indicate that the teacher 

should be the important factor and not the position held. The 

teachers' organisations had for many years pressed for the payment 

(3) Educational Reorganisation in New Zealand. (Report of the Parl-
iamentary Recess Committee), p.6oo 
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of fue teacher and not the position, and. in 1930 this principle was 

given Parlianentary approval. Teachers looked forward to a new 

and more liberal salary scale, but their ambitions and hopes were 

soon diminished and instead. of receiving increments in salary, 

reductions -were :imminent. 

Under the provisions of the F ina.nce Act 19 31 , the 

salaries of all teachers, in camnon with those of Public Servants, 

were reduced by ten per cent as :f'rom 'the 1 st April 19 31 • 

The following table details the teachers' salaries 

(primary) in 19 31 , prior to the abovementioned reduction. 

"Average salaries 

Men and Women 

Men 

Wo:roon 

12.21 
£255 

£320 

£218 II (4) 

The total spent on salaries for the yea.r ending 31 st March 1931 was 

£1,812,oro. 

In 1932 salaries were reduced by ten per cent. The 

average salaries paid during the year ending 31 st March 1932 were 

Men and Woroon £228: ~ £283: ~ £19 5o The total salaries for 

the whole service was £1,574,850, a reduction of £237,1700 

In accordance with the provisions of the National Expen-

diture Adjustment Act 1932, salaries were further reducedo The 

reductions made were:-

(4) E.1. Report 1931, p.19. 
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5% on salaries not exceeding £225 per annum. 
1 cY/o 11 11 between £226 and £720 per annum. 

12-~ II II in excess of £721 per annum. 

The second reduction in:f'licted severe hardships on many 

teachers, particularly the teachers in the £226-£720 salary 

group. A large number of the teachers :in this group had heavy 

family commitments and they found it most difficult to honour 

their financial obligationso 

The total expenditure on teachers' salaries for the 

year ending 31st March 1933 was £1,412,173, a reduction of 

£162,677 on the previous year. Teachers' salaries were reduced 

by the sum of £402,352 during the period 1932/33, an overall 

reduction in salaries of more than twenty per cent. 

In accordance with the provisions of the Finance Act 

1934, teachers' salaries were increased by 5 per cent as from 

the first of April 19 34o The 19.34 increase was very small, 

but it was indicative of the times and proved to teachers that 

:f"tlrther reductions were not contemplatedo 

The above figures covered only those teachers who were 

permanently employed. As stated earlier in this chapter, there 

were over two thousand young teachers who were being paid at rates 

well below those quoted aboveo Rationed teachers received £80 

per annum and training college students were paid at the rate of 

£20 per annum. 

Salary reductions had a roost adverse effect on the morale 
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of teachers and indirectly reduced the teaching efficiency, and 

as a result the children in the schools did not receive maximum 

benefit from their schooling. 

At the end of 19 35 there was a change of Government 

and the new Government promised to investigate the salary situa-

tion as a whole, with a view to rectifying a:n:y individual 

ancmalies. At the beginning of 1936 the "rationing scheme" 

was abolished and all the teachers were paid in accordance with 

the standard salary rates prescribed by the Act. A new and 

comprehensive salary scale for the whole service was promised by 

the Government in 19 36. 

(3) Superannuation 

Superannuation is a definite asset to members of the teaching 

profession, an asset that ma:n:y other professional people do not 

enjoy. After a male teacher has completed forty years contin-

uous service, he is entitled to retire on a pension that provides 

him with sufficient income to live an independent and work-free 

life. The Superannuation scheme was introduced shortly after the 

turn of the present century and was to be a contributory scheme 

on the part of members with a Govermnent subsidy that was to be 

adjusted from time to time,in accordance with the financial needs 

of the Fund.. 

In 19 30 the conditions of retirement were: -

Male Members: Forty years service or compulsory retirement at 65 
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years of age. If the contributor was declared medically unf'it 

for further teaching duties, he was eligible to retire on a 

reduced pension from the date of the medical declaration. 

Extended Provisions in the Act provided for retirement at sixty 

years of age or fifty-five years or age, with thirty years 

service, or after the completion of thirty-five years service 

i:n-espective of age. All pensions granted under the extended 

provisions were to be subject to an actuarial reductiono 

Female Members: ThirbJ years service or compulsory retirement at 

fifty-five years of age. If a contributor was declared medically 

unfit,she could retire from the date of the medical declaration 

on a reduced pension. 

Extended Provisions in the Act provided for retirement at fifty 

years of age at a reduced pension. 

The basis of calculation of the retiring allowance for 

ordinary retirement was to be one sixtieth of the annual salary 

for every year of service, up to forty years with a maximum 

superannuation of £300. 

The pensions awarded to d.ependa.i..ts were:-

Widows to receive thirty-one pounds per annum and children up to 

and including fourteen years, twenty-six pounds per annumo 

How the Scheme was Financed: 

In accordance with 1he provisions of the Superannuation 

Amendment Act 1912, the Government subsidy to the scheme was to be 

£17 ,OOO annually, together with such other sums as were deemed 
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necessary from time to time in accordance with the recommendations 

of the Actuarial Reporto 

The following table shows the annual subsidy required to 

keep the Fund financial from 19 21 onwards. 

11 (i) The amount actually required; (ii) t..11.e amount acu'.e'ally paid; 

(iii) the deficiency in the subsidy; (iv) the surplus shown in the 

Consolidated Fund for the year in question. 

Year Subsidy Requir- Subsidy Paid Shortage Surplus Consol-
ed idated Fund 
£ £ £ £ 

1921 68,ooo 43,000 25,000 -33,983 
1923 73,617 71,583 2),840 1,315,685 
1924 93,000 63,883 29,167 1, 812,365 
1925 137,000 68,000 69,000 1, 243,8CX) 
1926 137,000 68,000 69,000 1,155,679 
1927 137,000 68,000 69,000 587,000 
1928 173,000 68,000 105,000 
1929 173,000 68,000 105,000 179,076 
1930 173,000 68,000 105,000 5,772,252 II (5) 

As at the 31 st January 1932, the total. subsidy paid by the 

Government to the Teachers' Superannuation Fund was £972,607. This 

sum was in eff'ect £314, 1 68 short of the sum actually paid to super-

a.nnui tants for non-contributory service. The allowances payable 

to above recipients were t..11.e responsibility of the Government, not 

the contributors to the Fund. In this respect the Government 

failed to meet its obligations. 

(5) National Education, October 2 1933, p.3960 
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When the liability for non-contributory service is 

omitted from the calculations, it is clear that the total subsidy 

represented less than ten shillings for every pound paid in by 

the contributors. The above figures prove conclusively that the 

Government was guilty of a breach of contract with the contrib-

utors to the Teachers' Superannuation Fund. 

In 1932 the following statement was made by the Govern-

ment Actuary. 

"I would be lacking in my duties if I did not enunciate the 

general principle that no additional financial strain should be 

i.nq,osed on the Teachers' Superannuation Fund by policy measures 
( 6) 

by the Government". 

In 1933 a draft Superannuation Bill was circulated. 

The main features of the proposed Bill were: 

~: Full retiring allowance at sixty-five years of age or 

sixty years of age on the completion of forty years service. 

Females: Fifty years of age with thirty-five years ' service with 

conq,ulsory retirement at fifty-five years., irrespective of 

serviceo 

Medically unfit contributors (both male and female) eligible to 

retire on a reduced pension from the date of the declaration of 

medical unfitness. 

Extended Provisions of the Bill: Males eligible to retire at 

fifty-five years of age if they had conq,leted forty years serviceo 

Females eligible to retire at fifty years of age if they had 

(6) E.8 Report 1932, P•5o 
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completed thirty years service. In both cases pensions were 

to be subject to actuarial deductions. 

Retiring Allowmces: To be calculated on the basis of one sixtieth 

of the annual rate of salary (last three years) multiplied by the 

number of years of service. The retiring allowance was not to , 

exceed two-thirds of the average salary for the last three yearso 

Provision was made for the abolition of the £300 limit on all 

pensions. 

Financial Procedure in Subsidising the scheme: A subsidy of 

£43,000 to be paid in the year of the passing of the Act with a 

ioonthly subsidy of pound for pound on contributions for the year 

in which the Act becomes operative and in each succeeding year 

thereafter. 

This Bill was a much better Bill all round but it had 

not been introduced into Parliament by November 1 st, 1935. 

( 4) Methods of Instruction and Examinations 

By the year 19 .30 the vast majority of clear-thinking citizens 

realized only too well that the education of children, irrespective 

of age, was a most complex and exhaustive process. People other 

than professional educators were expressing their views publicly 

and they all claimed that the limited type of schooling provided 

in the past decade was not sufficient to equip a child satisfact-

orily for the ~le he would be expected to play in a society of 

the f'uture. Both the Government and the Education Department were 
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fully alive to the necessity of' broadening the primary school 

curriculum. 

As stated in an early section of this thesis, a nevr 

syllabus was published in 19 28 and by 19 30 it was being implem-

ented in the vast majority of' public schools. The private 

schools were more reticent to depart from the more traditional 

approach to learning and teaching. 

Teachers were permitted a greater freedom in the 

creation of their schemes of' work and the inspectors did their 

utmost to encourage teachers (particularly young teachers) to 

experiment with new techniques and methods. The Training 

Colleges were doing their level best to inculcate new ideas and 

ideals into the minds of' their teacher trainees. Less emphasis 

was placed on the 'basic subjects' and more attention was given 

to the aesthetic aspects of education. A greater proportion 

of t:une was allocated to the study of' English literatuJ:~, 

physical education, nature study and geography and history were 

made more interesting and realistic. 

Less emphasis was placed on examinations and head 

teachers were requested to :recommend pupils for accrediting for 

the proficiency examination, the only remaining external examin-

ation conducted :in the primary school. Teachers v.ere becoming 

more aware of the individuality of the child and classes of 

children were beginning to be looked upon as a group of' individ-

uals, each possessing individual characteristics and differences. 
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Much of the good work that was being done by teachers 

in the schools and which was being encouraged by Departmental 

of:ricials was adversely affected by regulations enacted by the 

Masters administration. The proficiency examination was not 

only the final test of the primary school course, but was also 

a Junior Free Place examination for entrance to secondary schoolso 

If a pupil failed to pass the examination, he was not entitled to 

free post-primary educationo The Minister was determined to 

reduce the number of entrants to the secondary schools and thus 

reduce costso Mr Masters considered the vocational aspect of 

education to be of paramount :i.mportanceo In 1931 all candidates 

were required to sit the proficiency examination. Passes were 

granted on the results of a .vritten examination., together with 
(7) 

class record.so "The examination was made more dif:ricult"o In 

connection with this topic the Minister ma.de the following state-

ment. 

"During the past few years the practice of awarding prof-

iciency certificates on the accrediting scheme has beco:me more 

widely adoptedo It is desirable that the accrediting scheme 

should be periodically overhauled and the results secured by 

accrediting subjected to an examination test. 

was made and wHl for checking purposes be repeated in 1932. It 

is anticipated that these investigations will show whether or not 

the method of allowing headteachers to accredit their candidates 

(7) E.2 Report 1932, po2o Statement by Chief-Inspector of Primary 
Schools. 
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(8) 
can be sat'ely continued" o 

The Minister of:f'ered the excuse that the examination was 

made compulsory for checking purposes. He did not mention that 

the examination had been made more dif:f'icult or that his ma.in aim 

was to reduce the number of entrants to the secondary schools. 

The examination was extremely restrictive in its cover-

age. The subjects examined were English:Composition 100; Fonnal 

English 50; Arithmetic 100; Writing 25; Spelling and Dictation 

25; Reading and Recitation 100. A candidate was required to 

obtain 240 marks out of a total of 400 marks to secure a pass. 

If a candidate's total was just short of the required number, a 

credit could be granted for very good -rork in history or geography. 

It can be seen, therefore, that an examination of the 

above type was not conducive to a broad and liberal educational 

curriculum. Teachers were forced to devote the greatest prop-

ortion of their teaching tinie to the above subjects. History, 

geography, nature study and literature received very scant att-

ention. Too many people judged the efficiency of a school on 

its percentage of proficiency passes. 

Unfortunately, the restriction placed on schools by the 

imposition of a compulsory examination for proficiency certific-

ates, affected not only the teaching in Fonn II classes, but in 

all classes of the schools. Teachers set out to prepare their 

pupils for proficiency from the very beginning and great emphasis 

was placed on the basic subjects :f'rom Standard One upwards. For 
{t) E,J:. P..rc,i'"T. l'fU, . P-.., ... If.. 
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many pupils school was a drudgery and it was not uncommon to find 

a number of pupils of thirteen years of age retained in Standard. 

Four. Such pupils were socially maladjusted and were awaiting an 

opportunity to leave school. Unfortunately occupations were 

ditticul t to 9btain when pupils left school and e~loyers always 

gave preference to applicants who held their proficiency certif-

icate. 

The results of' the examination held in 1931 showed that 

the average number of passes declined by 11 • 9 per cent on the 

previous year. 

The reasons given by the Chief-Inspector of Primary 

Schools for the reduced number of passes were:-

(1 )" over promotion of pupils, especially in schools where the 

accrediting system was in operation. Where this took place over 

a number of years pupils reached Form II poorly prepared in the 

work of the lower standards. 

(2) "A more definite di:flerentiation than heretofore between those 

pupils that might take up an academic post-primary course and 
(9) 

those whose post-primary course should be non-academictt • 

In the above statement the Chief Inspector of primary 

schools placed the blame for poorer results on the teachers of the 

lov.er standards, but he did not mention the fact that the examin-

ation papers were more dif'f'icul t and that they posed questions 

that were quite foreign to many of the candidates. During the 

(9) E.2 Report 1932, p.2o 
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years of accreditjng less emphasis was placed on the basic 

subjects and more attention was given to a general all-round 

education. The re-imposition of the examination for all Form 

II pupils forced many teachers to re-adjust their approach and 

many were adversely affected through a lack of tin-e. The 

validity of the above argument was proved in 1932. 

In his Report to Parlirurent in 1933, the Chief-

Inspector of Primary Schools said: -

"The system of requiring all students to sit the proficiency 

examination was continued. Advice of teachers was sought, 

but no candidate was passed on this advice alone. Results 

showed a retu:cn to the nonnal. standards. The average ~ rcent-

age of proficiency passes was 79o5% in public schools and 81.1% 

in private schools. It is satisfactory to note that the 
(10) 

efficiency of instruction shows no decline. 11 The Chief-

Inspector submitted the following reasons for the variation in 

results of the public and private schools. 

11 ( 1 ) An increase in efficiency in instruction. 

r, ( 2) Probably a greater degree of caution exercised in the prom-

otion of pupils to senior classes. For some years past it has 

been the policy of public schools to give those older pupils that 

have spent a year in Form One an opportunity of showing mat they 

can do in Fenn Two. The instruction in all subjects being very 
( 11) 

similar except in Arithmetic". 

(10) E.2. Report 1932, p.2. 
(11) E.2. Report 1933, p.3. 
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To say that the economic depression curtailed aJ.l prog-

ress in educational thinking and activity would be false, as during 

the years 1932 and 1933 discussions on professional matters were 

continued in all centres. The efficiency and value of such dis-

cussions -were the result of cooperation between the Training 

College staffs and the inspectorate who worked together for the 

achieve100nt of a common aim. In reality, the economic depression 

brought about a quickening of educational thought and a correspond-

ing desire to render the education system as efficient as possibleo 

A striking proof of this was seen when six hundred teachers,at 

their own expense, spent a week of the May vacation in 1932 at a 

refresher course organised by the Auckland Teachers ' Training 

College and the inspectorate. 

During 1932 the inspectors organised groups of teachers 

to discuss professional problemso Special. addressee on selected 

topics were delivered and exhibitions of school work were held. 

Some teachers who were located in isolated districts received 

samples of work and they forwarded their own work for assessmento 

School discipline was becaning more liberal an:!. teachers 

were less demanding on their pupils. In 1932 the Chief-Inspector 

made the following remarks regarding school discipline: 

"In the field of discipline there are developing most notable 

changes for the better, and it is attributable to a closer obser-
. ( 12) 

vation of' the temperament and study of the psychology of the child." 

( 12) Eo 2o Report 1932, po 2. 
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As stated previously, the proficiency examination was 

tightened up, but the Deparbnent still expected teachers to cater 

tor the aesthetic education of their pupils. Teachers did all 

within their powers to educate the whole child, but their efforts 

were trustra.ted by the narrow limits of proficiency. In 1934 

the Chief-Inspector of primacy schools complained of the lack of 

attention being given to subjects not included in the proficiency 

prescription. 

"The liberty of planning courses has been claimed in too few 

cases. Too little is being done to develop the aesthetic, the 

emotional and the creative side of child life. Hence such 

aspects of education as music, art and associated crafts, drama 

and an appreciation of literature receive inadequate treatrrent. 

A gradual improvement is taking place but the general aim is 

still too much in the direction of enabling the pupil to earn his 

living and not sufficiently in that of enabling him to find an 

enduring satisfaction in life at all stages of existence. Unfor-

tunately the proficiency examination at the end of the primary 
(13) 

stage has influenced the practice throughout the "Whole course". 

There is no doubt that Dr Mcilraith answered his own 

criticism in the last section of the above statement. One could 

draw the conclusion from Dr Mcllrai th' s statement that he was in 

favour of the abolition of the proficiency examination, but the 

above statement is hardl.y compatible with a statement made by h:iJn 

in a subsequent year. 

( 13) Eo 2. Report 1934, P•4o 
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"In view of the repeated requests from some quarters ( the 

Teachers' organizations) for the abolition of the proficiency 

examination and the granting of these certi:f'icates on the reconnn-

end.ation of head teachers it is advisable to point out that this 

is the only detailed examination conducted by the Department 

during the whole primary course of eight years and at the end of 

such a course it is vvel.l to have some disinterested official 

estimate the general standard of attainment reachedo Such an 

examination wisely conducted should furnish also a valuable guide 

to the post-primary course any of these pupils should subsequently 

followo Unfortunately too much emphasis has been placed on the 
( 14-) 

written subjects of the exan1ination". 

The above statement evidences a degree of dual-thinking, 

the personal attitude of Dr 1foI1raith and the official view of 

the Ministero 

The depression years did much to enliven the atti tud.e 

of teachers to their professional work and all teachers and many 

parents were determined that education should become more liberal. 

In 1936, with the advent of a new Government, educational thinking 

and action underwent a revolutionary changeo 

(14) E.2 Report 1935, p.4. Report of Chief-Inspector of Pr:i.JDary 
School.So 
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Section Three 

The Part Played by the New Zealand Educational Institute 

Chapter V 

Proposals for Administrative and Organisational Refon:ns 

As stated in an earlier section of this thesis, the N.Z.E.Io had 

played an important role in the evolution of educational thought 

and practice f'rom the time of its inception in 18f.3 to 19W)o The 

aim of the Institute was to foster educational progress and safe-

guard. the interests of' its zoombers. 

In National Education ( the off'icial Journal of' the 

NoZ.E .. I.) of the 1stApril 1931, the Institute Platform was pub-

lished for the guidance of members and other interested personso 

The follow.ing platform was advanced: 

"(1) Every child to be given the best education within the capac-

ity of the individual, parental poverty to be no bar, state assis-

tance to be given where necessaryo 

( 2) All school requisites to be supplied f'reeo 

(3) All classes to be limited to 35 and ultimately 30. 

( l1-) All schools to be thoroughly hygienic and playgrounds to be 

adequateo 

(5) Medical and dental inspection to be followed by medical and 

dental treatrnent at state cost where necessaryo 

( 6) Suf'ficient provision to be made for the education of backward 

children. 
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(7) Teachers to have professional training and statuso 

(8) A basic salary for teachers to be laid down independent of 

average attendance, with additions for service, educational status 

and professional and domestic responsibilities. 

(9) Expenses of teachers removing to new positions to be paido 

(10) No public questions affecting the present condition or future 

advancement of society can be settled satisfactorily without con-

sideration of the effect of that settlement upon the children of 
( 1) 

the nation11 • 

There is little doubt that the above Platform was compre-

hensive and that the underlying theme was progresso .An effort 

will be I!B.de in this section of the thesis to investigate how 

much of the above platform was implemented during the period 19 30-

The period 1930-1936 tested the resources of the N. Z. E. I . 

to the f\lll and the Institute vdthstood numerous attacks on its 

policy both from within its ovm ranks . and from external force so 

The following extra.et from National Education of the 

1 st May 19 31 shows how aware the Institute vra.s of impending dangers 

to the wl1ole structure of the national education systemo 

II A National Danger 

Fear of retrenchment: The prime consideration at 
the present is to hold the gr-ound already gained, 
so that when circumstances are more favourable 
the march of progress may be resumed. That the 

(1) National Education, April 1, 1931 0 
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Institute is prepared to spend money freely in 
the cause of the children should be a manifes-
tation to the public of its real concern for 
educational interests. 

Public education has been within sight of 
a radical reformation through the application 
of the reconnrendations contained in the "Atmore 
Report". It is as if the ship was almost in 
port when it was blown out to sea again by ad.-
verse winds. The task of the Institute and 
those associated with it in the campaign for 
vital and urgent reforms is to hold the ship 
to her course and endeavour to reach port. 

Members of the Institute should esteem it 
their personal duty to become apostles of 
educational reform, and in every way possible, 
in their intercourse with tre public, rouse 
the nation to the danger which threatens the 
schools". ( 2) 

Every teacher in the service must have been impressed 

with the sincerity and truth of the above editorial. The necess-

ity of retaining a united and well organised front was emphasised 

to all. Even the nost apathetic of Institute members must have 

taken heed at the warning sounded. As the editor stated, the 

major task was to retain the gains already achieved. 

To retain these gains was an extremely dif'ficult task 

and l.mfortunately some principles had to be sacrificed. But 

nothing was sacrificed freely and where retrenchmmt was accepted, 

it was only ceded after a long and courageous struggle. 

In July 19 31 the Institute asked if refonn had been 

abandoned. 

"Hope for Reforms 
There is now the gravest reason to fear, not 

(2) National Education, Editorial, Mey- 1 1 1931. 
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only that this most urgent principle of :refonn 
will be abandoned, but also that the watertight 
system against which expert opinion on several 
commissions of enquiry has protested most 
strongly will be pez:petuated and accentuated. 
The Minister has indicated more than once in 
recent speeches that complete unification as 
understood. and recommended by his own cammi ttee 
is an ideal for the future rather than a present 
obligation upon h:iJ:nself and the Government of 
which he is a ireniber. An opportunity was pres-
ented to Mr. Aunore when the Finance Bill No. 2 
was being prepared, of impleirenting the principle 
of unification, so strongly advocated by his 
committee, and to which he himself has repeatedly 
subscribed. Instead of seizing it he comprom-
ised with a clause providing for the compulsory 
unification of post-primary Boards and even this 
measure has been crippled by the assurance the 
Minister is reported to have given to the 
Boards in the .larger centres that they will not 
be interfered with. It is not unification at 
all. It is segregation of a most definite, 
reactionary and ·vicious kind. 

The effect of this will be to close up the 
ranks of the post-primary interests, leaving 
the primary schools on the other side of the 
door, their status in danger, and their infl-
uence in the general scheme of education as a 
voice in the wilder~sso If the Minister 
expects the Institute to accept this reaction-
ary development without very definite protest 
within and without its organisation he is very 
gravely mistaken. A golden opportunity has 
been missed or shall we say shirked".(3) 

There is little dcubt that the Government had shirked its 

responsibility with regard to the unification of the education 

service. The Institute put forward. proposals in an endeavour to 

bring about a unified education service. 

In May 1932 the Executive of the NoZoEoI. submitted the 

following proposals to the Government in an effort to assist the 

(3) National Education, Editorial, July 1, 1931. 
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Government to effect savings in the educational expenditure. 

The following Report was submitted to the Government 

for its earnest consideration: 

"The Executive of the N.ZoE.Io believing that substan-

tial economies can be effected in the Education System without 

impairing its present efficiency submits in this report a series 

of recommendations which it is confident will achieve that 

object. 

The National Expenditure Corranission asserts that its 

scheme of economies will not affect the efficiency of the system. 

In this it is contradicted by expert opinion, which was not con-
(4) 

sulted"o 

Summarised, the Institute economies embraced the follow-

ing:-

· Abolition of existing 54 Boards in favour of nevr 

unified Boards - Estimated Saving £60,000o 

Savings on account of occupation of present Board. officers 

by other Government Departments - £7,000. 

In the above proposal the Institute proved to the Govern-

ment that the unification of control would save the Government 

approximately £67, 000 per annum and would in no way impair the 

efficiency of the education system but would in aJ.l probability 

create a more efficient system of administration. The plan did 

(4) National Education, May 1 1932. 
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not envisage a bureaucratic control of education from the central 

authority in Wellington. All the proposal requested was unific-

ation w.i. thin local districts. The Institute was quite prepared 

to agree to the granting of greater autonomy to the newly established 

local authorities. 

Local education authorities were extremely jeaJ.ous and 

conscious of their rights and they were most reluctant to hand over 

their powers to any other organisationo The supporters of local 

Boards were most vehement in their criticisms of the Institute on 

their policy of unification. In October 1931 the following state-

roont was ma.de in an edi toriaJ. in the "Timaru Herald". 
II If the cause of education has lost a good deal of public 

support the teachers are almost wholly blameworthy, because 

their organisations have been for many years engaged in striving 

to attain their objective of centralising control of education in 

the hands of the bureaucracy in Wellingtono For years, a 

campaign has been conducted designed to f'rustrate any advance 
(5) 

in the local control of the administration of education". 

The above criticism of Institute policy was not an isol-

ated case; many other newspapers and private individuaJ.s expressed 

similar sentiments. Such criticism was quite unfair as the 

Institute feared bureaucratic control equally as much as did any 

local education authorityo All the Institute was demanding was 

the i.nq:>lementa tion of the recon:mendations proposed by the Parlia-

(5) Timaru Herald., October 16., 1931. 
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menta.ry Select Committee that issued its findings :in 1930. 

The Government did not accept the proposals of the Inst-

itute regarding unification of administrative Boards but it did 

accept other recommendations for reducing expenditure and added 

them to its already substantial list. 

In 1934 the Institute published a booklet "Order out 

of' Chaos". The a:uns of the booklet were: To submit for consid-

eration of Members of' Parliament, the press, parents, the teaching 

profession and the true-paying public a comprehensive and practical 

plan of' re-organisation :in the education system. 

The publication "Order ouf of Chaos" was the work of the 

Executive Committee of the N.Z.E.Io Various aspects of the work 

were compiled by Committees v.hich were constituted to investigate 

specified fields of administration. 

The Executive of the N.Z.E.I. claimed that a c~lete re-

organisation of the education system was long overdue and that it 

was too big and important a task to entrust to any one individual 

either :Ministerial or Departmental. The Executive compared the 

administration of Education with the administration of the Railways 

which had passed from individual control (Ministerial and Depart-

mental) to Board Control (A National Board). The NoZoE.I. had 

protested most strongly against the recommendations of' the National 

Expenditure Comrnissioh in 1932 with the exception of' their recomm-

endation regarding administrative and professional control. The 
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National E~nditu.re Commission recommended that "In our view, 

the most important of' the recomirendations made in our interim 

report is the creation of' a National Board of Education, which 

should have full control of education administration and be 

directly responsible to Parliament. The first duty of such a 

Board should be to make a survey of' all the educational facilities 

throughout the Dominion, with a view to the elimination of over-

lapping and the introduction of a system v.hich would secure co-

ordination, thus abolishing the wa ste of effort which character-

ises the present system. We have suggested the setting-up of 

a special Board for the reason tJ1at ~ believe that the Education 

Departmmt, with its heavy expenditure, its large staff, and ever 

increasing activities, is too extensive an .undertaking for control 

by one administrative head, in view of the academic, administrative 
(6) 

and financial questions involved" o 

It is interesting to note that the above recommendation 

was the only important resolution passed by the Comrnission that was 

not implemented forthwith by the Government of the day. As stat ed 

previously it was the only major resolution of the Commission that 

received the sympathetic consideration of the NoZoE.Io In act-ual 

fact the Institute was not propounding a new theory in "Order out 

of Chaos" but they were advancing a recommendation that had already 

been submitted to the Goverruoont by a Commission that had been set 

up by the very same Government. The new Board was similar to the 

( 6) E. 2 Report 1933, p. 16. 
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old Council of Education but it was intended to grant the Nat-

ional Board wider powers. 

In "Order out of Chaos" a good deal of attention was 

devoted to the education system as it then existed and the nUirer-

ous faults were exe:rrrr,lif'ied. The main reco:r.nnendations were: -

"The only remedy for the p~vailing chaotic condition is the 

establishment of a National Board of Education. 

It is suggested that the Boai.--d might comprise the 

following six members: -

(1) The Minister for Education as chainnan. 
( 2) A nominee of the District Education Boards. 

(3) A nominee of the teaching profession. 
(4) A nominee of the University Senate. 
(5) A nominee of the Governor-Genera1-in-<;ouncil (to be a 

recognised educationist). 
(6) The permanent head of the Department. 

The tenure of office should be such as to ensure continuity of 

policy and at the same time allow for progress as educational 
(7) 

theory advances" . 

A Directive Board and its Powers: 

The type of Board proposed was a Directive Boa.rdo A purely 

advisory body such as the Council of Education, was dismissed as 

of very little value. A board with power to give directions 

,vould be totally different. It smuld be small enough to secure 

vitality and large enough to allow entcy of new ideas and to 

ensure adequate discussion of pros and~· It would be able 

(7) Order out of Chaos, Chapter VIII , p. 25o 
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to take a wide view, and would be responsible to the spirit of the 

time. Moreover, because it would have the power of putting its 

decisions into operation, it would have a steadying sense of res-

ponsibility. 

It was recommended that the powers of such a Board should 

be wide and widely used. The Board should be responsible· for the 

suggestion of courses of study in the various schools; it should 

revise all regulations and be the responsible body for authorising 

them; it should direct, through the district Education Boards, the 

operation of t:00 system; it should lay down the conditions of 

service for teachers and should direct their training and certific-

ation ( this last perhaps in collaboration with the universit"IJ); it 

should make general rules to regulate the staffing of schools; it 

should have the responsible task of appointing senior officers of 

the Departmento 

District Education Boards: 

In order to stimulate and sustain local enthusiasm for education, and 

to check the deadening effects of purely centralized control, it was 

essential that there should be Distr-lct Education Boards entrusted 

with wide porers. "It is recommended that Local Education Boards 

be responsible for:- establishment, maintenance, and control of 

all schools within their respective districts, primary, intermed-

iate, post-primary, native and special • It would be their duty 

to inf'onn the central body of the requirements and peculiar needs 

of their localities and at the sa.~e time to carry out the policy of 
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the National Boa.Iii.. 

Under such a system the public would have a large share 

in the control of thejr own schools since through thejr local 

bodies they would elect the members of the District Education 

Boaro.s. In addition it is recommended that each primary and 

post-primary school should have its school corrmi ttee to carry out 

the duties of control pertaining to its own particular school" o 

In conclusion the Institute claimed:-

That the system outlined would secure a correct balance between 

local and centralized control. 

(8) 

"On the one hand, provision is :rmde, through tre National 

Board, for a Dominion education policy outlined and directed by 

persons closely connected and conversant with educational problems, 

and in touch with the Governioont of the day, through its represen-

tatives on the Board. This muld. secure both economical admin-

istration, in that all schools would be brought under unified 

control, and reasonabl~ continuity of policy freed from the vagar-

ies of direct political influence. On the other hand, local 

interest would be maintained, in that all sections of the community 

would be represented on the District Boards and school camnittees. 

The Institute firmly believes that the establishment of such a 

system is essential if the anomalies described in this pamphlet 

are to be removed and if the way is to be cleared for the decisive 

forward. move in education for which New Zealand has been waiting 

(6) Order out of Chaos, Chapter VII I, po 26. 
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(9) 
so long". 

The principles underlying the scheme appeared to be 

sound. and the Institute had good reason for requesting a National 

F,du cation Board. Nevertheless, the pallq)hlet did not greatly 

influence public opinion or encourage public support for the 

proposal. Too much space was devoted to the criticism of the 

existing system and this criticism did not present a clear 

picture of the anomalies that existed. 

material was in places chaotic. 

The presentation of the 

The proposals were not accepted by the Government and 

no subsequent Goverrn:nent has seen fit to :iJ:rrr,leroont any similar 

scheme of administration. 

( 9) Order out of Chaos, Chapter VIII, P• 27 o 
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Chapter VI 

Reaction to retrenchment of staff's and salaries 

When the gravity of the economic crisis became public in 1931, the 

Institute along with all reasonably minded teachers, fully apprec-

iated the fact that economic reductions in educational expenditure 

were inevitable. The Institute was only too willing to assist the 

GovernIOOnt in the difficult task of reorganisation in education 

necessitated by the rapidly changing economic circumstances~ But 

the Institute justifiably claimed that it was its duty to safe-

guard the interests of aJ.l individual teachers and to ensure that 

any reductions should be equitably distributed throughout the 

service as a whole and that no special immunities should be granted 

to public servants at the expense of education. All the Institute 

requested was just treatment for al.lo The Institute made it 

perfectly clear to the Goverruoont that it would not tolerate any 

unjust treatment of its members and that it would do all in its 

legal. pov.er to eradicate any injustices that should arise. 

In May 1931 the Goverrunent, without warning, withdrew 

the remote allowance payable· to teachers. This was in effect a 

double salary cut. All salaries had been. reduced by ten per cent 

earlier in the year. The effect of the withdrawal of the remote 

allo,-rance was that a certain section of the teaching service, ( teachers 

in the more remote rural schools) were being singled out for a 

:f'urt.her salary reduction. 
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The Institute considered that the withdrawal of the 

remote allO\tance was a grave injustice to the teachers concerned 

and :innrediately prepared a case on their behalf for presentation 

to the Govenunent. "The Institute claimed faat the positions 

had been advertised for appointment with the rem::>te allowance 

and thus formed a part of the teacher's contract and that the 

vtl.thdrawal of the allowance was in effect a double reduction in 

salaryo 
£ 

eog. Scale salary = 200 
House allowance = 4D 
Grading allowance = 4D 
Remote allowance = 20 

Total = £300 
10'/o General reduction 30 

Wi t.hdrawal of remote allowance ~ 

Total deduction = £50 

Net saJ.ary payable £250, therefore cut of £50 
per annum" ( 1 ) 

The effect of the proposal was that the country children would 

suffer because the more efficient teachers ,vould move f'rom the 

country positions. 

By August 1st 1931 the Institute had received over fifty 

letters of protest at the withdrawal of' the remote allowance, many 

of v.hich made very pitiful :reading. 

The Institute decided to petition Parliam9nt on behalf of 

the rural teachers and the following petition was presented in July 

( 1) National Education, June 1 1 1931. 
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"Petition to Parliament on behalf of Country 

Teachers presented in July 1931. 

( 1) That teachers in public schools in remote districts 

have been for the past ten years in receipt of 

special allowances of £10, £20, £30, as additions 

to salary to compensate for the disad.va.n tages and 

expenses incident to living in remote localitieso 

( 2) That the f'unds out of which remote allowances were 

paid were not specially provided by Parliament for 

that pur:pose, but were set aside by arrangement 

between the N.Z.E.I. and the Department out of the 

total stun voted by Parliament for teachers' salar-

ies as a means of irrq>roving the teaching service 

:i.11 remote areas. 

(3) That these allovvances have been included in the 

advertisements calling for applications for vacant 

positions and have formed part of the conditions 

under which the appointment of teachers have been 

made. 

(4) That in t..he month of May 1931, the payment of 

these allowances was stopped w.ithout notice. 

(5) That, thereby, grave injustice amounting in many 

cases to grievous hardship was inflicted on a 
( 2) 

single section of the servants of the state"o 

( 2) National Education, August 1, 1931. P• 236. 
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The petition failed to achieve its objective , but many 

menhers of Parliament expressed the opinion that the Govenment 

was guilty of a breach of faith. The Government advised the 

Institute that , though it was s~a the tic to the cla.il'ls of the 

rural teachers , the financial situation precluded it from altering 

or amending its decision. 

The withdrawal of the remote allowance was the only 

salary reduction effected by the Government on a particular 

section of the teaching service , but the service as a whole was 

subjected to a second salary cut in 1932, as a result of the 

recommendations of the National Expenditure Commiss ion. In 

accordance vr.i th the provlsions of the National Expenditure 

Adjustnent Act 1932, as from the 1 st of April 1932, salaries 

were fUrther reduced on the following scale: 

per annum. 

5 per cent reduction on salaries not exceeding £225 

10 per cent between £225 per annum and £720 :r,er annum.. 

1 ~ per cent on salaries exceeding £72D per annum. 

The Institute protested strongly at this second reduc-

tion in salaries and repeated efforts were nade to have the second 

cut restored,. A:f'ter two years of representation, the Institute 

was success:f\ll in obtaining a minor concessiono As f'rom the 

1st of April 19.34, all salaries were increased by five per cento 

The Institute ' s efforts for :improved salaries ~re to 

a large degree thwarted by other problems of a more serious nature. 
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One of the irost pressing of these was the number of teachers who 

were without employment. 

Unemployment of Teachers 

Unen:q_)loyment among teachers was becoming increasingly evident during 

1929-30. The Institute fore saw a crisis arising and submitted 

proposals to the Government of the day in an endeavour to effect 

a solution to the problem. The Institute suggested a reduction 

in the size of classeso The Minister in reply stated that he 

could not see his wa:y clear to recommend a reduction in the size 

of classes because of the financial implications. The Minister, 

the Hon. H. Atmore, made the following statement in his Report to 
ParliamenJc in 1931. 

"An effort was ·made to reduce the size of classes in 
primary schools by appointing a large number of add-
itional assistant teachers - this much needed reform 
was hindered by the lack of money and staffs had to 
revert to former standards. There were more than 
sufficient teachers available for the purpose as the 
Department in determining the number of entrants to 
the training colleges, took into account the need 
for more liberal school staffing. It is regretted 
that so many young teachers must necessarily remain 
unemployed until the financial position becomes 
easier, but Education Board.s are doing their best 
to afford relief by rationing temporary work11

• ( 2) 

In June 1931 the Executive submitted to Branches a com-

plete picture of tbe unemployment situation as it existed at that 

time. The Executive sougjlt the cooperation and assistance of 

branches in an endeavour-to overcome the une~loyment situationo 

The following extracts from the circular "Unemployed Teachers" 

(2) E.1. Report 1931, p.2. 
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give a concise picture of the gravity of the situation and the 

methods the Executive hoped to adopt to alleviate the distress 

being experienced by unemployed teachers. 

"Six hundred f'ully qualified teachers are out of 
work at the present momento Many of them are in a very 
difficult position and not a few a.re destitute. It is 
probable, indeed almost certain., that .four hundred of these 
teachers will not have received permanent positions by the 
end of the yearo Meantime some will have had a month or 
two of relieving work., some will not even have had that. 

The National Revenue is falling and the policy 
of the Education Department, like that of all other State 
Departments., is one of drastic economy. Curtailment of 
staffs and the recent regulations relating to relieving 
teachers are chiefly responsible for the extra.ordinarily 
large vol'lmle of teacher unemployment. Probably by Dec-
ember 1931 ., about five hundred teachers who have spent 
eight to ten years on preparing for the teaching profess-
ion will still be excluded from it. 

There are many reasons for regarding this as an 
evil of the first magnitude: 

( a) Unemplo~7lrent is demoralizing to young 
teachers at the most vital stage of their careerso 

(b) The five hundred teachers out of wrk are 
badly needed in the under-staffed schools if teach-
ing is to be something better than overdri ven hack 
work. 

(c) There is no greater menace to the security 
and well-being of the profession than a large 
n'l.m:tber of unemployed teachers. These teachers if' 
left to their ovm resources have a right to use 
whatever means they can to secure emplo~nt on any 
terms. Their so doing will be a menace to condi t-
ions and status it has taken two generations of 
effort to obtain" o ( 3) 

The follovr.ing remit was passed by Annual Meeting in 

May 1931. 

"That it be a direction from the Annual Meeting of 

the New Zealand Educational Institute to the Executive to 

(3) NoZ.E.I. Files (Unemployment) 46/lB., June 1931 o 
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concentrate its activities and resources first and foremost: 

(a) Upon resisting reductions of services in the schools; 
(b) Upon finding remedies for tmemployment; and that in its 

opinion an obligation rests upon every teacher to make efforts 

and sacrifices with a view to successf'ul.ly opposing reductions 
(4) 

and to remedying tmemployment". 

In accordance with the aforementioned directive from the 

Annual Meeting, the Executive submitted the followlng proposals to 

ne!I'bers. 

Measures proposed by the Executive 

"(a) It will go to the Minister and use all its influence to get 

him to take irrmediate steps to remedy tmeng;>loyment. 
(b) But it will probably become necessary to face squarely the 

most tmwelcome alternative of asking teachers eil!)loyed to consider 

seriously the necessity of voltmtarily providing a fund in order 

to find positions for those tmeng;>loyed.. A fund of £15,000 would 

employ 500 teachers for three months at ten potmds per month. 

(The salary bill for 1931 is estimated at £1,500,000). 

If through the New Zealand Educational Institute the 

primary teachers of the Dominion indicated their willingness to 

provide such a fund, a safe-guarding tmdertaking that their 

sacrifice was a teng;>ora.ry one would be required. This tmder-
(5) 

taking would have to be full and explicit"o 

The second proposal did not meet with the approval of 

(4) N.Z.E.I. Reports 1931. p.19. 
(5) Uneng;>loyment file N.,Z.E oI• 46/1B, Jtme 1931 o 
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members. There was a strong feeling among branches that if the 

Institute developed a plan whereby its members were employed as a 

result of a salary subsidy fromthe Institute, the Government would 

not consider itself morally bound to alleviate the unemployment 

crisis. The branches were of the opinion that the Government 

should take full responsibility for a predicament they were instr-

umental in making. 

In July 1931 the Executive took up its case with tre 

Goverruoont and submitted plans for the re-staffing of schools on 

a more liberal. scale. 

The following reply was received from the Director of 

Education through the Minister. 

"Control of Supply: Every year the Department makes a 
careful estimate of' the number of teachers needed to make good 
staff wastage, and this estimate is based on the number of 
teachers who annually leave the serviceo This amounts to 
about five hundred and thirtyo As the period of training ex-
tends to over four years, it is necessary to estimate the 
requirements for five years ahead, and the number of probat-
ioners that were appointed five years ago, and that now fonn 
the great body of unemployed teachers, was 397, which is about 
130 less than the staff requirements indicated above. A 
carnnon mistake made by both Boards and Teachers ' Associations 
is that the problem of unemployment can be solved immediately 
by appointing a greatly reduced number of probationers or 
admitting many less students into the training colleges. It 
seems difficult to get people to realize that the number of 
probationers appointed in any year must be based on staff 
requirements five years afterwards. Hence the number of 
probationers to be appointed next year must depend upon the 
best estimate the Department can make of staff requirements 
in 193611 .(6) 

The Department estimated the number of teachers required 

for staff purposes five years ahead. To intending teachers this 

( 6) Unemployment file N. Z. Eoio 46/1B, August 1931. 
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constituted an assurance that they might expect ultimately to 

find employment, and to that extent encouraged them to enter their 

training without misgi vingo 

In 1931 the Institute approached the Government regarding 

the employment of Unemployed teachers in the schools as additional 

assistants at relief work rates of pay (Application of No. 5 

Unemployment Scheme) in lieu of outside work. The Government 

agreed to the proposal, but unfortunately their approval was with-

drawn a fortnight la tero 

In view of the desperate plight of many teachers the 

Executive of the NoZ.E.I. gave its approval to the Rationing Scheme 

as proposed by the Government and propounded by the Director of 

Education. The Institute's approval was given on the cmdition 

that the Scheme was "to be regarded as a temooT'A~r measure to meet (7) - --,1 

the special circumstances of the time"o 

Unf'ortunately, the Rationing Scheme could not cope with 

the situation in 1933. From the time the scheme was inaugurated 

in 1931 until November 1933, the position had deteriorated rapidly. 

According to figures supplied to the Secretary of the N.Z.E.Io in 

October 1933 by the Education Boards, there were1.,456 teachers not 

in permanent employmentq It was also estimated that a further 

tvro hundred teachers v.ould be dismissed as a result of the 

exclusion of the five-year-olds and that four hundred students 

would leave tra:i..ning college at the end of' 1933 with no prospects 

(7) Unemployment File N.ZoEoio 46/1B. December 1931. 
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of pennanent employment , therefore bringing the total of unem-

ployed teachers in the vicinity of two thousand.. 

The Institute cla:uned that the State was the deciding 

factor in determining the career of the teachers ,;ho were unem-

ployed in 19330 It was also cla.i..rred that if a policy of staff-

ing economy was pursued which resulted in unemployment, the State 

would be guilty of a breach of faith towards the unerr~loyed 

teachers. 

It was the view of the Institute that the State should 

accept responsibility for the position it alone had createdo The 

responsibility for bringing about equilibrium between the supply 

and the demand was the State ' s . 

The Institute also urged security of tenure for teachers, 

not on the grounds of fairness to the teac.11.ers themselves , but of 

public money. It was claimed that it would be impossible to 

secure the atmosphere essential to efficient teaching if the 

teachers were insecure in their positions. 

The Executive was of the opinion "There is no analogy 

between the professional and business world and teachers in the 

matter of seourit-J of tenure. Educational institutions are not 

operated for profit and offer no fabulous rewards. The teacher 

devotes years of his life and nruch money to preparation for his 
(8) 

work. Security of tenure is necessary'' . 

(8) Uneny:>loyment File N. Z. E. I . 46/1 B, November 1 st, 1933. 
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The Institute was f'u1ly aware of the fact that the 

Education Department was endeavouring to bring about adjustment 

by regulating the supply of teachers to an estimated ar:d planned 

demand, and to thl s end two training colleges had been closed 

and a further one was to close at the end of 1933. But the 

Executive felt that in the transitional period, severe hard.ships 

were being inf'licted in a desire to effect immediate and sub-

stantial economies. It was contended that out of a saving of 

£1 , 374, 000 on an education vote of £4, 174, 000, some small pa.rt 

could be given back to mitigate the severity of the hardships 

caused by the Govenunent' s change of policy. 

The Executive was of the opinion that the teachers 

should be e~loyed, that they were needed in the schools, and 

that their sal.aries were needed in their homes. 

The fact that the Department and the Education Boards 

were administering the Rationing scherne to the best of their 

ability was fully recognised and it was believed that in the 

existing circunstances a continuation of the scheme as a tenpor-

ary expedient to ccrpe with unelI!Ployment was in the best interests 

of unemployed teachers. But the Executive had definite object-

ions to a reduction in salary bel°'7 £100 p.a. , and claimed that 

only a special gr8J.--it for the p'UJ:1)ose of maintaining the rate at 

£100 p . a . could rectify the positiono 

At t.ri.e request of the Minister ( the Hon. Ro liasters) , 

Members of the Executive of the NoZ. E. I . waited upon him at 
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Wellington on the 17th January 1934, when the Minister e:x;plained 

the Department• s suggested scheme in regard to the Rationing of 

Teachers. 
The Minister e:x;plained that the object of the iooeting was 

to discuss the question of une~oyed teachers. 
The Minister submitted his plan to the Executive and 

intimated that he required an immediate acceptance or an inmed-

iate re:t'usal. The plan was a one-sided proposition that left 

the Executive with no alternative or opportunity for conpromise. 

The Minister said "It must be clearly understood that i:f the 

teachers' Institute was not agreeable to accept these terms it 

was not possible for him to do so, and :f'urther, from the dis-

cussions he had had with the Unemployment Board it was not 

possible for him to get an amount in excess of that already 

suggested (£25,000). In the first place the Board adopted the 

attitude that it had no responsibility in regard to the ,vomen 

teachers; the Act did not provide for it. However in view of 

the case the Minister had put forward the Board was :favourably 

disposed towards using a portion of its f'und.s for the wanen 
(9) 

teachers, but only on the conditions that he had stated". 

"In reply to a qu~stion from Miss Magill ( a member 

of the Executive) the Minister said that £60 (annual payment to 

each rationed teacher) would allow for the absorption of the 

whole of the 1800 teachers. Miss Magill claimed that the sum 

payable should not be less than £100 P• a. and to do that there 

was no way out but the provision of 100re money. Miss Magill 

(9) Extracts from minutes of a neeting between the Hon. R. Masters 
and the N.Z.E.Io Executive 17/1/34 (Minutes were a copy of 
original minutes given by the Minister to the N.Z.E.I. without 
precedent). 
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contended that there was a. detini te responsibility in regard to 

the teachers llho were trained. The :Minister said he :f'el t thar:-e 

was a moral responsibility. Miss MagiJJ said the Executive was 

prepared to consider anything the Minister put before it. They 

wanted the teachers in the schools. They knew it was bad for 

them to be out of employment, apart from the fact that they were 

getting no salary. They could not give a d.et'ini te answer to(U\Y 

but 'WOuld get in touch with other members of the Executive. 

In reply to Mr Kane the Minister said that he was not 

prepared to give £{;() tor only two terms work. Again replying 

to :Mr Kane the Minister said that the Executive was the Adviser 

of the Teachers' Organisations in this country and if', as the 

result of a decision of the Executive the sch.eme he proposed was 

not accepted, the Executive certain1y took a responsibility. 

In reply to Mr Finlayson the llinister said that if 

the Executive came to no decision then probably the rationing 

scheme would be applied as it was last year. 

To Miss Magill he said that he did not see hotr he 

could go ahead with the new scheme if the Exeouti ve did not accept 

it. If they did not aooept it he would not get the £25,<XX> 

from the Unemplosiment Board which would mean that he would not 

have any more money than he had last year. 

The Minister said he would be glad if the Executive 

could give him an answer as early as possible as Education Boa:rds 

were anxious to get their organization going, and the Unemployment 
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Board was pushing the matter. 

In conclusion, and in reply to Mr Kane's remark that it 

another £101 000 could have been secured the Executive could almost 

have accepted the scheme on the spot, the Minister said that he 

had done his best to get as much 'ffXJlleY as possible. He was just 

as anxious as the teachers were to have the position adjusted and 
(10) 

to see every one of the boys and girls in empl03D)ellt." 

The above interview bas been reiterated in conparative 

detail to enable readers to ascertain for themselves the calibre 

of the Minister with whom the Executive was compelled to arbitrate. 

Brie:f'ly, the suggested sohems wa.s:-

"Certificated teachers not in pennanent positions will occupy the 

1>9sitions usually tilled by probationary assistants, and will be 

employed continuously in the positions to which they are appointed, 

unless they obtain a permanent appoin'bnent, or until the Boanl, 

on the reconmiendation of the Senior Inspector, decides that their 

services are required. in another school. 

The Deparbnent does not desire that ~ of the more 

responsible relieving 110rk shall be allotted to teachers who are 

paid at only rationed rates when relieving teachers are called 

upon to do this work and are able to do it, they should be paid 

in accordance with the regulations relating to relieving teachers 

(Clause 4-3 as an:ended by order in Council of the 20th April, 1931 ). 

(10) Extracts from minutes of interview between Minister and N.z.E.I. 
Executive 17.1.34-. 
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Boards shall as far as possible, fill the probationary 

. assistants• positions with the certificated teachers who left the 

training college a.t the end of 1933. 

Salaries: 

Class of Positian: .Annual rate of salary;: 

{ 1) In lieu of Probationary Assistants £60 
( 2) {a) Relieving teachers doing the ,vork 

of Grade 1 assistants, and those in 
charge of grade 1 schools £60 
(b) Relieving teachers doing the work 
of grade 2 or grade 3 assistants and 
those in charge of Grade II or III 
schools, and half-time schools taught 
six d.eys a week. 

( 3) Ad.di tional Assistants in whatever 
position employed •• •••. 

Salary in accordance 
wi. th clause 43 of 
the regulations rel-
ating to relieving 
teachers. 

Teachers obliged to live a'ff8:Y from home will be paid an 

additional £24 P• a." ( 11 ) 

On the 19th January 1934-, the Secretary of the N.Z.E.I. 

notified the Minister that the decision of the Executive was to 

accept the plan as outlined above. 

"The Executive, in view of all the circumstances, directs 

me to agree to the scheme proposed, and will give what assistance it 
(12) 

can in carrying it into e:rtect". 

In August 1931+ the Executive approached the Minister in 

an endeawur to have the salaries of rationed teachers increased 

as :t.rom the 1 st February 1935, an additional allowance, (maITied 

( 11 ) Memrandum :t.rom Director of Education to Secretaries of muc-
ation Boards and Senior Inspectors of Schools 20/1 /34-o 

( 12) Letter :t.rom N.Z.E.I. to Jlinister of Educa.tioo. 19/1/34. 
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a1lowance) payable to ma.zri.ed. teachers an the rationed teachers' 

rate of pay and the payment of holiday pay to rationed teacherso 

The Minister in reply stated 

" ( 1 ) Rationed Teachers: 

I regret I am unable to adopt 

the suggestion that the salaries of rationed teachers should be 

increased f'rom 1 st February 1935., or that these teachers should 

receive a bonus at Christmas. 

( 2) Married Rationed Teachers: 

I have 1x> say that after 

giving the matter care:t'ul consideration I regret I am unable to 

approve of the payment of married allowance to teachers employed 

under the rationing scheme. 

( 3) Holiday Pa..y: 

.I regret I cannot approve that the 

relieving rate of salar-3 be paid to all relieving teachers during 
(13) 

holiday periods and be made retrospective". 

The above facts make it abundantly clear that the Inst-

itute did all in its power to improve the lot of rationed teachers, 

but the Minister was quite adamant and was not prepared to deviate 

from his original plan. 

. The rationing scheme was continued in 19 35 and the new 

Minister ( Hon. s. G. Smith), was prepared to accede to certain 

requests of the Institute. The basic plan was unchanged. 

(13) Correspondence Minister to N.z.E.I. 17/8/34 and 31/8/34. 
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"The Department would ask the Boards to appoint teachers 

as far as circumstances permit to schools as near as possible to 

their homes in order that lodging allowance ma::, be kept to a minimum. 

The salaries of the teachers employed under the Scheme will be as 

follows:-

Class ot Position: 

( 1 ) Relieving teachers in lieu of 
probationary assistants 

( 2) Relieving teachers in Grade I 
schools 

(3)(a)Relieving teachers employed as 
Grade I or IA assistants or in 
Grade O schools 
(b) Relieving teachers Grade II or III 

(4) Additional assistants 

Annual Rate of Salar;y: 

£92 

£120 

£92 
Scale salary 

£92 

Depar: bnent regrets it is unable to pa::, mar.ried salary 

to rationed teachers. 
(14) 

Holida.Y pa::, will be paid at rationed rates"• 

The aforementioned facts show that af'ter years of per-

sistent effort, the Institute was f'inally successful in obtaining 

tor rationed teachers conditions and salary more in keeping with 

its original demands. 

At the beginning of 1936 the rationing scheme was abol-

ished and. all teachers not holding penna.nent appointments were 

employed at scale rates of pay. 

It is felt that great credit is due to the Executives who 

( 14) Circular No. 1934/144 Memorandum for Secretaries of Education 
Boards and Senior Inspectors ot Schools, 21 /4/34. 
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held office :from 1931-36 for the sound methods and the dignified 

manner in which a most contentious problem was handled. These 

Institute officers performed a difficult task well, in the face 

of almost unsurmountable obstacles. 
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Chapter VII 

The Exclusion of the Five-:year-old.s 

The National Expenditure Commission recomnended as an ecooomy 

measure that the age of admission to school should be raised 

from five to six years. 

The Government, on the advice of the Minister, the 

Hon. R. Masters, decided to implement the reco11JDendation of the 

Commission in 1932. 

The Institute immediately took up the chaJ.lenge, not 

in the name of the teachers, but in the name of the children who 

would be deprived of their right to enter school when they 

turned five years of age. 

In March 1932, the Institute issued a circular to all 

parents wam:ing them of the proposed legislation. 

"The Threat to the Five-Year-Olds" 

"It is proposed in the name of econoow to exclude chil-

dren under six years from schoolo This wi11 be can'ied out 

unless the parents and other friends of the children show clearly 

to the Goverrurent the harm that will result from it, and their 

determination to resist ito 

It is true that there is great need for econOlJ\Y, but it 

is also true that this proposal if carried out will do lasting 

injury to the young people of this Dominion far outweighing ~ 
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advantage that IDey" be gained by the relatively sna11 saving antic-

ipated. 

The children are the most va1uable possession of' the 

nation. The means of developing and rea1ising their va1ue is 

education. Education good or bad, begins with 'their earliest 

years. The year from five to six is especially valuable, since 

in that period are acquired habits of orderly and controlled 

activities"• 

The following is a summary of the arguments submitted. by 

the Institute. 

The Value of the Year to the Child 

(a) The fonnation of good. habits, obedience, orderliness, controlled 

activity, co-operation with others. 

(b) The time is spent in .bea1th:f'ul surroundings under skilled super-

vision, instead of running the risks of unguarded wandering into 

dangers of different kinds. 

School the Best Place& 

(a) For restraining injurious activities and establishing good 

habits. 

(b) For widening beneficial experiences of childhood. 

(c) For overcoming f'earo 

(d) For developing purpose:f'ul activity. 

(e) For laying the foundations of social feeling. 
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Loss to be Guarded Against 

It is not only the f'ive-year-old child that will suffer loss if 

the proposal is carried out. 

{a) Other children will suffer by reason of lowered ef'ficiency of 

the schools. In large schools the infants' department and in 

many smaller schools of two and three teachers the whole school 

will suf'f'er through the loss of teachers and the consequent 

dif:fllsion of e:f'fort. 

(b) The progress c£ all the pupils in a large number of schools 

is certain to be impeded. This will be especially felt in the 

country - another disadvantage to those v.ho "go on the land" o 

The anticipated saving, even if it is realised, will be 

small gain compared with the injury that will be done. The 

proposal indicates a lack of understanding of the immense value 

of the young life of the nation. 

The proposal will accentuate class distinction in the 

oormuni ty. No parents who can possibly af:f'ord it will allow 

their f'ive-yeai-olds to go without education. It is fue children 

of the less well-to-do who will be neglected though .they have an 

equal claim to the care of the State. The State should not 

diaoriminate amongst its children on the score of the financial 

standing of parents. 

The proposal, if carried out, will impose on the chil-

dren a permanent injury because of a financial stringency which 

must be assumed to be tenq,orary as other stringinoies have 
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(1) 
been"• 

The Institute had presented its case to the nation and 

the "battle" was on. 

The Government's proposaJ. to exclude five-year-old.a 

was not favourably received throughout the Dominion. Ymly 

School Committees, groups of parents and Education Boards sub-

mitted their objections to the Minister both directly and 

through their local Members of Parliament. The Press was, gen-

ers1ly speaking, critical of the Yin:ister' s proposaJ., but in the 

face of this criticism the Minister put his plan into operation 

am legislation was enacted which raised the school age of 

admission f'ran five years to six years as :f'rom 1 st Februar,y 

1933. 

The Nelson Education Board in its Report to Parliament 

said:-

"The Board received with regret the Econ.OJI\Y Commission's 

Report raising the entrance age to six years and. an earnest 

request that this recommendation be not given effect to was un-

availing. The Board was pleased that the legislation was 

amended legalizing the admission of pupils at the beginning of 

the term in which they reached six. The Board will be greatly 

pleased when the penalty preventing the fi ve-year-olds from 
(2) 

attending school is removed"• 

(1) Circular 1/3 March 1932 - N.z.E.I. to Parents, teachers and all 
interested parties. 

(2) E.2 Report 1933, p.26 - Report of Nelson Education Board. 
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Unfortunately, not all Education Boards were as out-

spoken in their criticism of Government policy as was the 

Nelson Board. Both the Wellington and Wa.nganui Boards jmplem-

ented Govemment policy without voicing arzy- criticism whatever. 

The Institute realized that direct negotiation with the 

Minister would be of little avail. A real effort was made to 

arouse public interest and influence public opinion. Editorial 

colunns in the p:ress were used in every main "Daily Paper" and 

many articles and advertisements were contributed to "Secondary 

Newspapers". Many newspaper. proprietors were syq,athetic to 

the Institute• s claims and supported them with editorials, 

whereas others - d.e:f'initely in the minority - remained loyal 

to the :Minister and his cause. 

With a change of Minister in late 1934 and in view of 

the improved economic condition or ,the country, the Institute 

considered the time was opportune to petition Parliament. 

On the 13th March 1935 the :following statement was 

submitted to the Education Committee or the House of Represent-

atives on behalf' of the New Zealand. Educational Institute. 

The petition asked f'or: -

"We are deputed by the New Zealand Educational 

Institute to place before you the case f'or the re-admission of 

five-year-old children to Public Schools. 
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In a condensed form the arguments submitted in support 
(3) 

of the Petition were:-

How does the legislation affect the children concerned? One of 

'the first effects of the legislation was to aggravate consider-

ably the already very serious unenq:,loyed teacher problem. ( over 

45() teachers were deprived of permanent positions). 

Only £1201 000 was saved by enforcing the legislation. 

There has been widespread dovm-grading of schools and the stream 

of prorotions has dwindled to a mere trickle. 

For a normal f'ive-year-old child f'.rom an average home 

there is no substitute tor the home but there are other exper-

iences equally essential to harmonious developmnt which cannot 

nonnally be provided. in the home and which the infant school must 

seek to supplyo 

Extensive enquiries have shown that very many mothers 

find it difficult if' not impossible, to keep five-year-olds 

truittully and happily occupied at home., with the result that the 

children tend to become bored and irritable. 

In the infant school, on the other hand, the child is 

under the skilled guidance of people whose sole task is to 

understand and to meet his educational needs. 

School provides the child with the opportunity for daily 

association with children of his own age. 

The primary function of the in£ant school is the all-

(3) Institute File School Attendance z!35. N.Z.E.Io Petition to 
Parliament 13/3/35. 
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round developnent of the whole child.. The aim of the infant 

school is to provide children with the experiences and. activities 

:necessary to their f'ullest development at their particular stage 

ot life. 

It is admitted that many infant schools fall short of 

this ideal, but the harsh and repressive atmosphere of the old-

fashioned infant school has gone and in its place a spirit of 

happy busy-ness prevails. 

It is contended, therefore, that the normal five-year-

old does lose when be is deprived of these experiences. 

It is believed that the authors of the school entrance 

age legislation cannot have been aware of the amount of humanizing 

and civilizing work done in the Dominion's infant schools when 

they decided to exclude the children from them. 

In 1935 the Director of Education said:-

"The ~
0;~tJ;~0

doctrines and methods and. also the 1'0rk 

of Dr. 1tontessori have greatly influenced infant class teaching 

throughout the Dominion. In fact, the teaching of infants is 

regarded by the Inspectors as being much more progressive and 

more in line with modern educational. ideals, than the teaching 
(4) 

in any other branch, whether primary or post-primary"• 

If the judgement of these inspectors is so'l.md it 

follows that the department of school activity which is most 

modern in its methods and. most progressive in its outlook is the 

(4) Eduation Year Book 1935. 
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very one which has been smgled out tor the most drastic retrench-

ment. 

It the argument tor the nonnal five-year-old is strong 

there are other groups of children, forming in the aggregate a 

large proportion of the child population, for whan even a more 

convincing case can be made. 

There are children whose homes are poor and cramped, 

and sometimes squalid and insanitaey. 

The following quotation is taken from a letter from an 

inspector tor the New Zealand Society for the Protection of 

Women and Children and presents a clear picture of the situation 

discussed above. "Many children of the poor are forced to 

spend most of the:ir d.ey' either inside cold cheerless homes or 

to play in their only playgrounds - the streets. These children 

play for hours aroml.d. drains and gutters. Children of poorer 

homes invariably have few or no toys. One has only to visit 

the homes of the masses to be convinced of' the hard.ship, both to 

child and parent, entailed by raising the 888 of admission to 
{5) 

public schools11 
• 

The above quotation showed how necessary it was to re-

admit the five-year-olds to the public schoolso The summary 

presented above was the basis of the petition. The reasons 

submitted were positive and convincing. 

(5) Letter from Society Protection of Women and Children to N.Z.E.I .. 
November 1934.o N.z.E.I. File 2/34 - School Entrance Age. 
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The Institute representatives, in the second section of 

the Petition, set out to re:f'ute the arguments submitted by the 

Minister and his colleagues when the legislation was enacted. 

The :Minister had claimed that his proposal was an exper-

hlent and that it should be given time to evaluate itselfo 

The arguments submitted in the section of the Petition 

were:-

(1) The exclusion of the t'ive-year-olds was in no real sense an 

educational exper:iment because:-

" ~ (a) The value of good nursery schools, kindergartens and infant 

schools is universally recognised by those competent to have an 

opinion and hence "experiment" was superfluous. 

(b) If it were desired to experiment it was unnecessar,y to 

exclude more than a :f'raction of the five-year-old population. 

{c) So far as the Institute was aware no attempt had been made 

to check the results of the change so that it could be abandoned 

at once if it proved to be harm:f'ul. 

(II) The Statement that "it is too early to judge the results" 

applies only to the ultimate scholastic results. 

(III) In reply to the argument that the legislation was justified 

on the grounds that children should not be introduced to formal 

work too early the Institute cl.aimed that:- " 
(6) 

{a) It was in agreement with the theory that premature instruction 

was waste:f'ul and bann:f'ul but it was pointed out that no notable 

(6) Institute File School Atttendance 2/35• N.Z.E.I. Petition to 
Parliament 11/3/35. 
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educational authority advocated delaying a child's entry into 

school on the grounds that the child was not ready for fonnal 

(b) It was agreed that some schools were too formal in their 

approach but the answer was to i.D:g;>rove the schools and not shut 

the children out. 

(IV) The Institute clairl:ed that there was definite evidence to 

prove that delayed entry would result in retardation of the 

scholastic progress of many children. To support this conten-

tion, the following authorities were quoted.:- T.B. Strong, 

former Director of Education in New Zealand, and the results 

of the investigation into the oonparative scholastic achieve-

ment of' Fife and American children published by the Scottish 

Council for Educational Research. 

(V) It was also shown that available medical evidence supported 

the view that children gain rather than lose by early attendance 

at a good infant school. 

In the third section of the Petition, a comparative 

8fll"V'JY was made on how the problem was being handled in countries 

other than New Zealand. 

The f'ollow.i.ng is a summary of the submissions made. 

(?)(ii) That psychologists and educators are agreed in emphasizing 

the paramount importance through the whole of life of correct 

treatment from the earliest years of childhood. 

(7) Institute File - School Attendance 2/35. N.z.E.I. 
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(II) That tar t'rom advocating raising the age of admission 

prominent authorities in~ countries were in favour of a wide 

extension of Kindergartens and Nursery schools f'or many children 

under five. 

(III) Powerful support was claimed for the case :f'rom the report 

of the Consultative Committee to the English Board of Education 

on "Infant and Nursery Schools". This Committee approved of 

admission at five and advocated the pm.vision of Nursery Schools 

in certain areas. 

(IV) That the method of economising by means of restricting fac-

ilities tor infant schools and kindergartens was condemned by 

enlightened administrators. In conclusion the following quot-

ation was advanoed:-

"that the expenditure an the training given to children between 
(8) 

the ages of five and six is IOOneY well spent" o 

The above Petition is an example of how the N.Z.E.I. 

showed that its first aim "That every child should be given the 

best education within the capacity of the individual, parental 

poverty to be no bar, state assistance to be given where 

necessary", was not one of theory only, but that the Institute 

showed by its hand1ing of the ti.ve-year-old problem that its 

purpose was to make its first aim a practical reality. 

The Petition did not meet with immediate success, but 

the five""Year-olds were re-admitted to the schools in February 

(8) Conclusion of Report of EoollORG" Camnission in Great Britain 
in 1932., 
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1936. 

The new Minister, the Hon. P. Fraser, said:-

"On assuming the control of the portfolio of Education 

I found that the most pressing educationa1 question before the 
(9) 

Government was that of' the admission of the f'ive-year-old.s" • 

Mr Fraser recommended that the legislation should be amended 

irmnedia.tely and this was achieved by the Labour Government. 

The part played by the N.Z.E.I. on this question did 

much to raise the status of this particular organisation in the 

eyes of the general public who expressed their appreciation on 

behalf of the five-year-old children of the Dominion. 
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Chapter JlIIl :· 

The Intermediate School Policy 

In 1932 regul.ations were gazetted whereby the existing Junim! 

HiE#l Schools were changed to Intermediate Schools and the period 

of instruction was reduced from three years to two years. 

The N.Z.E.I. set up a special Committee to investigate 

the new legislation and the following is a summary of the Commi tt-

ee • s :findings. 

"The Institute claimed that the anended regulations 
(1) 

were inadvisable for the following reasons". 

( 1 ) Because of the financial conditions that prevailed at that 

time and that the establishment of Intermediate Schools would be 

at the expense of the existing Junior High Schools, and the 

already financially strained primary system. 

(2) It was claimed that reform should cotmnence at the beginning 

and that any :f'urther reorganisation of the system should start 

with the establishment of satisfactory conditions in the early 

stages of learning (Infant Schools). 

(3) The Institute was o:f' the opinion that the exclusion of :f'ive-

year-olds rendered the reorganization difficult. 

(4) In the view of the Institute the time was·not opportune for a 

change in the system and the following reasons were advanced :in 

support of this claim: 

(1) N.Z.E.I. Reports - Appendix to Annual Meeting Report 1932. 
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" ( a) That any reorganization should be based on a sound foundation 

under most favourable cond.i tions. 

(b) It was unfair to grant special conditions and privileges to 

this type of school at the expense of the existing system. 

( c) If the change was made without public support the disfavour 

shown towards Intennediate schools would continue for a long time 

to come. 

(d) That it is impossible to provide the necessary finance (in 
(2) 

1933) to make such schools really efficient"• 

(5) The Institute claimed that the substitution of a two year 

course for a three year course was not in the best interests of 

the children nor in accord with the accepted educational policy 

of England and other leading educational countries and that it 

was inconsistent with the policy formerly advanced by the Depart-

ment and approved by the New Zealand. Educational Institute. 

The Institute cla.imed that a three year course was 

necessary to uncover the interests, aptitudes and capacities of 

pupils and start each upon studies leading to a suitable goal. 

The H report was ~oted thus: 

The HadM"Report1 the findings of which have been rever-

berated throughout the World, makes no reference arzywhere to 'the 

61 2-- organization but strongly recommends the 613 ... or the 61 

i.,.. • • as the following statement shows. 

"In selective central schools the course should be 

(2) N.Z.E.I. Reports - Appendix to Annual :Meeting Report 19330 
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designed to cover tile period from 11+ to 15+. In others, so 

long as the leaving age is 14+, the course should be :f'ramed to 

cover the period 11+ to 14+, but provisions should be made f'or 

the needs of any pupils who will remain up to the age of' 15+". 
(3) 

Dr Koos in "The American Secondary School" was quoted 

thus: 

"There is a wide variation in the practice as to the 

grades included in the junior high school or intermediate 

school, but the two most frequent tl'l)8s are the two year and 

three year units; with the three year unit progressing towards 

ascendency - As our lalowledge of practice in reorganization 

grows, the conviction gains ground that the two~ar unit --

is mu.oh less provocative of the real organization desirable, 

than is tile three-year unit. There is a body of information on 

the continuance of courses in inq)ortant subjects of study which 

shows that the introduction of the two-year unit usually falls 
(4) 

far short of the reforms hoped for"• 

To support its case the N.z.E.I. quoted the following 

from the Sixth Year Book of the Department of the National Education 

Association of the United States (February 1928). 

"In 1.54 cities of 30,000 or more population, there are 

94 which have adopted the 6-3-3 organization (The Kowhai Organ-

isation in 1933) 36 retain the 3-4 New Zealand elementa:cy secondary 

education type, three the 6-2-4 (the proposed New Zealand type): 

(3) N.Z.E.I. Reports 1933• Appendix I,. 
(4) N.Z.E.I. Reports. Appendix I, 1933• 
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three others changing :to 6-3-3, one :f'rom 7-l+, one f':rom 8-4, and 
(5) 

one trom 6-2-4. The remaining few have various organizatians." 

The Institute claimed that the regulations were inequit-

able and unjustit'iable as regards the proposed staffing and 

salary sea.lea. 

With the introduction of the new Intermediate system, 

many contributing schools would fall in grade and as a result 

the staffing schedules of these schools would be adjusted accord-

ingly. The new scheme would produce a definite saving in the 

overall educational expenditure at the expense of the teachers. 

The Institute declared that the new regulations were 

not in the best interests of the children, the parents, the 

existing primary system and the teachers. 

(5) N.z.E.I. Reports. Appendix I, 1933. 
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Conclusi.cn 

· The depression period 1930-36 did much to weld together the various 

administrative authorities responsible for the organization of 

education in New Zealand. Education Boards, School Connnittees, 

the N.Z.E.I. and parents had learned during a tine of adversity 

that unity and solidarity were essential if ea.eh individual organ-

ization was to achieve its common aim, the education of the whole 

child, il:Tespective of colour or creed. 

Teachers became :t'ully aware of the power of the Minister 

and his deparb:nental officers and they realized the necessity of' 

maintaining a strong and vigilant Institute that would act on 

behalf' of' all the teachers f'or the benefit of teachers and pupils 

alike. 

The manner :in which the Institute acted in connection 

with the difficult and almost insuperable problems of the 

depression period was most creditable. The Minister and the 

Department soon realized the power of a. united and well organised 

Institute and they discovered that methods of conciliation were 

more effective than a. series of bureaucratic edicts. 

In the post-depression era relationships between the 

NoZ.E.I. and the Minister have been cordial and many difficult 

problems have been solved by conciliatory methods. 

The Education Boards, too, and the N.Z.E.I. work in 

close banno:n;y and special Committees of tl1e N.Z.E.I. (Conunittees 
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of' Branches) are set up in each Education Board district to 

negotiate directly with Board Secretaries on administrative and 

professional matters. 

Today no new educational legislation of an ~rtant 
nature is enacted unless it is :first submitted to the N.Z.E.I. 

for its opinion. This fact was amplified in 1952 'When the 

Minister intimated his :intention to :introduce a new appoin:bnents 

and promotion scheme for primary teachers. The N.Z.E. I. 

rejected the Minister' s initial propositions and in tum sub-

mitted its own scheme mich became the basis f'or tl:e scheme 

ultimately acceptable to the Minister. 

The above facts prove conclusively that today the 

N.Z.E.I. is an integral part of New Zealand's education system. 

Today teachers have a direct say in the formulation of education 

policy. 

To say educational problems ceased to exist in 19 36 
would be a gross exaggeration, but it is felt that it can be 

fairly claimed that after a period of' intense adversity, great 

progress has been achieved in a triendly atmosphere. 
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